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Academic Ceremonies 
COLLEGE YARD • EAST FRONT OF THE SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN BUILDING 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.5,1954,10 :30 A.M. 
Order of the Academic Procession 
Marshals: WILLIAM G. GUY, JESS H. JACKSON, BEN C. McCARY, HAROLD L. 
FOWLER, HAROLD PHALEN, R. WAYNE KERNODLE, JOHN C. BRICHT 
The William and Mary Choir 
The National, State and College Colors 
William and Mary Law School Graduates 
The Faculty of the College 
Delegates from Universities and Colleges 
Delegates from Professional Associations and Foundations 
The College Mace 
The Official Party: 
Chief Justice of the United States and the Rector of the Board of Visitors 
The Lord Chief Justice of England and the President of the College 
Associate Justice of Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia and former Presiding 
Bishop of the Episcopal Church 
Master of University College, Oxford, and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
Felix W. de Weldon and Mrs. A. I. du Pont 
Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States 
Associate Justices of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals 
The Lieutenant Governor of Virginia 
The Junior Senator from Virginia and the President of the American Bar 
Association 
Justice David A. Pine and Justice Harold Medina 
Members of the Panel for the Round-table Discussion 
The Congressmen from Virginia 
Representative from Colonial Williamsburg 
The Board of Visitors of the College 
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Order of Exercises 
HONORABLE OSCAR L. SHEWMAKE 
Honorary Chairman 
HONORABLE JAMES M. ROBERTSON 
Rector of the Board of Visitors 
Presiding 
Organ Prelude 
Processional 
William and Mary Hymn: William and Mary Choir 
The National Anthem 
Invocation Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker 
Retired Presiding Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
Greetings and Announcement of the Dedication 
of the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law President Alvin Duke Chandler 
"Significance of the New Master of Law and Taxation Degree" 
Honorable T. Coleman Andrews 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
Investiture of Dr. T homas C. Atkeson in the Chair 
of Taxation, Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
Dudley w. Woodbridge 
Dean of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
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Greetings from the University of Oxford Dr. Arthur L. Goodhart 
Master of University College. Oxford 
Anthem: "Arise, 0 God, and Show Thy Might" Morgan 
William and Mary Choir. Carl A. Fehr. Director 
The Busts of John Marshall, George Wythe, 
and Sir William Blackstone Felix W. de Weldon, Sculptor 
Presentation of the Bust of Sir William Blackstone Lord Goddard 
Lord Chief Justice of England 
Presentation of the Bust of George Wythe 
Judge C. Vernon Spratley 
Associate Justice. Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals 
Address and Presentation of the Bust of John Marshall 
Honorable Earl Warren 
Chief Justice of the United States 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees Rector of the Board of Visitors 
Alma Mater 
Benediction Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker 
Recessional William and Mary Hymn: William and Mary Choir 
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Afternoon Session 
BLOW GYMNASIUM • COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AN D M ARY • 3 :30 P.M. 
Round Table Discussion 
T HEME: The New Tax Law and The Role of the Lawyer, Accountant, 
and T ax Administrator. 
Chairman 
HONORABLE T. COLEMAN ANDREWS 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
Introductory Remarks T. Coleman Andrews 
"The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 -
Its Development and Policy Objectives" Kenneth W. Gemmill 
Attorney and former Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury 
"The Administrative Implementation of the Nor11um Sugarman 
N ew Tax Law" Assistant Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
"The Lawyer's Role in Tax Administration Daniel A. Taylor 
Under the New Code" Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service 
"Implications of the New Code to the 
Accounting Profession 
J. S. Seidman 
C.P.A., New York City 
"Implications of the New Code to the Courts" Edgar J. Goodrich 
Attorney, Washington, D. C. 
"Implications of the New Code to the 
Legal Profession" 
"Federal-State Relationships Affected 
by the New Code" 
Concluding Remarks 
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Joel Barlow 
Attorney, Washington, D. C. 
c. H. Morrissett 
Virginia State Tax Commissioner 
T. Coleman Andrews 
Evening Session 
BLOW GYMNASIUM • COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY • 8 :00 P.M. 
HONORABLE LOYD WRIGHT 
President of the American Bar Association 
Presiding 
Presentation of Mr. Wright 
Introductory Remarks 
"Blackstone's Contributions 
to Constitutional Law" 
Dudley W. Woodbridge 
Dean of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
Honorable Loyd Wright 
Dr. Arthur L. Goodhart 
Master of University College, University of Oxford 
"Remove Not the Ancient Landmark" Judge David A. Pine 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia 
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,...,ix W. d. Weldon, Sculplor 
Chief Justice John Marshall 
JOHN MAR'HALL i, 'ppmpri,tely "lied the "F"h" of Am"i"m Con-
stitutional Law." He was born on September 24, 1755, on the Virginia 
frontier, served under General George Washington, suffered the hardships 
of Valley Forge, attended Wythe's law lectures at the College of William 
and Mary, and was appointed by President John Adams to be the third 
Chief Justice of the United States. His long term was marked by decisions 
which have molded the judicial history of the Nation. 
Foremost among these decisions was the case of Marbury v Madison 
which established the principle of judicial review - one of the chief con-
tributions of America to the science of government - for this doctrine did 
not exist under the English common law, and the Framers of the Constitu-
tion did not expressly delegate this power to the judiciary. Chief Justice 
Marshall established this great principle in words that have rung through 
the ages: 
"It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to 
say what the law is. 'i- 'i- 'i-
"So if a law be in opposition to the Constitution; if both the law and 
the constitution apply to a particular case, so that the court must decide the 
case conformably to the law disregardivzg the Constitution; or conformably 
to the Constitution, disregarding the law; the court must determine which 
of these con{1.icting rules governs the case. This is the very essence of 
iudicial duty. If, then, the courts are to regard the Constitution, and the 
Constitution is superior to any ordinary act of the legislature, the Constitu-
tion, and not such ordinary act, must govern the case to which they both 
apply." 
State jealousy and competition to the operations of the United States 
provided not only the setting for Marshall's opinions which established the 
judiciary as a great power under the Constitution but also the backgrounds 
for the development of the doctrine of implied powers. The power to estab-
lish a national bank was not specifically listed under the powers delegated 
to Congress in the Constitution, but Congress was expressly authorized to 
enact all laws which were "necessary and proper" to carry out the powers 
delegated to Congress. These words obviously presented a question of 
degree. At which point should the line be drawn? 
Marshall in McCulwch v Maryland answered, "Let the end be legiti-
mate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all means which 
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which are not pro-
hibited, but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution, are 
constitutional." 
His decisions are established landmarks in the relations of the States to 
the Federal government both politically and commercially, thereby laying 
the basis for a strong national economy which is an essential for a strong 
national government. 
Marshall died at the age of eighty during the thirty-fifth year of his 
Chief Justiceship. His life can be expressed in his own words, "I was 
confirmed in the habit of considering America as my country and Congress 
as my government." 
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Felix W. d. Weldon, Sculptor 
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George Wythe 
'JC.E first chair of law in America and the second in the English-speak-
ing world was established December 4, 1779, at the College of William and 
Mary. The College's board of visitors included among others Governor 
Thomas Jefferson, James Blair, James Madison, Edmund Randolph, 
Thomas Nelson, and Benjamin Harrison. They elected as the first professor 
to occupy t.hat chair George Wythe, styled by Jefferson as the American 
Aristides. 
Wythe was born in 1726 in Elizabeth City County, Virginia. After 
finishing his course at the College of William and Mary, he studied law 
in a law office, was admitted to the bar at the age of twenty, and rose 
rapidly in his profession. He was a member of the Continental Congress 
and became the first Virginia signer of the Declaration of Independence. 
He also served as a member of the Constitutional Convention and later 
presided over some of the Virginia Convention sessions as Chairman of the 
Committee of the Whole. But for Wythe's services in the Convention of 
1788, Virginia would not have ratified the Constitution of the United 
States as it stood, and the entire course of American history may have been 
materially changed. 
Wythe became sole High Chancellor of Virginia. In 1782, while serving 
on the High Couct of Chancery in the case of Commonwealth v. Caton, 
twenty-one years before the celebrated case of Marbury v. Madison, Wythe 
unequivocally stated: 
"Nay nwre, if the whole legislature, an event to be deprecated, should 
attempt to overleap the bounds prescribed to them by the people, I, in 
administering the yublic justice of the cO'Untry, will meet their united 
powers at my seat in this tribunal; and pointing'to the Constitution, will 
say to them, 'here is the limit of yO'Ur authority; and hither shaLl you go 
but no further'." 
This was one of the earliest known instances stating that a court may 
hold a legislative act unconstitutional. 
Jefferson said of Wythe, "He was my ancient master, my earliest and 
best friend, and to him I am indebted for first impressions which have had 
the most salutary influence on the course of my life." 
Besides Jefferson, Wythe at one time or another taught John Marshall, 
James Monroe, Edmund Randolph, and Henry Clay. Thus the mind of 
George Wythe, acting through those whom he had trained, dominated the 
policies of this republic for full y fifty years, and is still a potent force. 
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Ftlix W . de Weldon_ Scvlplor 
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Sir William Blackstone 
§ IR WILLIAM BLACKSTONE was the first occupant of the first chair of 
common law established in the English speaking world. He was born 
July 10, 1723, the fourth son of a modest silk merchant. Because of the 
early deaths of both his parents, he was reared and educated by an uncle. 
Blackstone graduated from Oxford University when he was almost 
twenty-two and was admitted t9 the bar the following year. After several 
years practicing law in London, he returned to Oxford as a professor 
when he was thirty, and began delivering lectures on law. His early 
lectures, although not prescribed by the University, drew an audience by 
their merit. Five years later he was elected to the Oxford University 
Vinerian chair of law. For the first time in history the common law of 
England was offiCially recognized by a leading university and placed on 
a basis of equality with the civil law of Rome, which had been taught in 
institutions for centuries. It was this circumstance that inspired Jefferson 
to establish a similar professorship at William and Mary College and which 
led to the creation of the Dane Professorship at Harvard first occupied by 
Joseph Story who later served on the Supreme Court for many years with 
John Marshall. 
The consummation of Blackstone's work as a professor of law was the 
publication of his Commentaries on the Laws of England. His lucid style, 
which any intelligent layman could understand, brought law to the gentle-
man as no author before or since has succeeded in doing. Even Blackstone's 
critics praised the language and style of this landmark in literature. Some 
twenty-one editions of the Commentaries have been printed in England, 
three in Ireland, twelve or more in the United States; and the work in its 
entirety or in part has been translated into French, Russian, German, 
Spanish, and Italian. For many decades the study of law in the United 
States was based on Blackstone. 
In this country, the success of the Commentaries was even greater and 
more immediate than in England. Most of the members of the Constitu-
tional Convention were acquainted with the Commentaries, and many 
tenns in the Constitution were used in the sense that Blackstone had 
employed them. These in turn were carried over into the State constitu-
tions, thereby becoming a significant portion of our fundamental law. 
The greatness of Blackstone's renown through two English-speaking 
continents was reSected in July 1924, on the joint visit to England of the 
American and Canadian Law Associations, when the American lawyers 
presented a statue of Blackstone to the law courts of London. 
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History of the 
Marshall"Wythe School of Law 
AMONG the many trails in American education first blazed by the 
College of William and Mary is the teaching of law. For it was during 
the heroic age of the College that Thomas Jefferson, an alumnus, 
breathed new life into the curriculum of this already venerable institu-
tion. Let him tell it in his own words. 
"On the 1St of June, 1779, I was appointed [elected] Governor of 
the Commonwealth and retired from the Legislature. Being elected 
also one of the Visitors of Wm . &- Mary College, a self-electing body, 
I effected during my residence in Williamsburg that year, a change 
in the organization of that institution by abolishing the Grammar 
School, and the two professorships of Divinity &, Oriental languages, 
and substituting a professorship of Law &- Police,! one of Anatomy, 
Medicine and Chemistry, and one of MOdern languages; ... "2 
The chair of law, the first in any American college or university, 
was established on December 4, 1779. Its first incumbent, George 
Wythe, began his duties immediately. Only twenty-one years had 
passed since the great Blackstone, as Vinerian professor at Oxford, 
had become the first professor of law in the English speaking world. 
Wythe was the second. From the very start the new school was a 
success. On July 26, 1780, Jefferson wrote to Madison: 
"Our new Institution at the College has had a success which has 
gained it universal applause. Wythe's school is numberous, they hold 
weekly Courts &- Assemblies in the Capitol. The Professors join in it, 
and the young men dispute with elegance, method and learning. This 
single school by throwing from time to time new hands well prin-
cipled, &- well informed, into the legislature, will be of in~nite value."3 
I. i.e., Govemment. 
2. Jefferson's Autobiography, Ford's Edition, I. 69-70. 
3· The Works of Thomas Jefferson, Ford's Edition, Vol. III, p. 33. 
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Wythe's su~cess as a teacher was phenomenal. Among his students 
(before, during, and after he occupied the first chair of law in Amer-
ica) were Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, John Marshall, Edmund 
Randolph, and Henry Clay. These men, surely were architects of our 
American way of life! Wythe was also a signer of the Declaration of 
Independence, a member of the Constitutional Convention, and one 
of the first judges in America to promulgate the doctrine of judicial 
review. 
William and Mary was the first College in the United States to 
require a Bachelor of Arts degree as a condition to the granting of a 
law degree. The College statutes of 1792 provided: 
"For the degree of Bachelor of Law, the Student must have the 
requiSites for Bachelor of Arts; he must moreover be well acquainted 
with Civil History, both Ancient and Modern, and particularly with 
municipal law and police." 
Wythe was followed by a distinguished line of law professors: 
St. George Tucker, William Nelson, Robert Nelson, James Semple, 
Beverly Tucker, Judge Scarburgh, Lucian Minor (brother of the 
great John B. Minor), and Charles Morris who acted until the College 
was closed on account of the hostilities of the War between the States. 
Because of the ravages of that war and the general poverty of the 
Commonwealth during reconstruction days the chair of law became 
donnant. The late Robert M. Hughes, Sr., of the Norfolk Bar writing 
in the Journal of the American Bar Association of June, 1921, voiced 
the wishes of the friends of the College as follows: 
"Let us hope that some philanthropist may yet re-endow this, the 
forst law school in America, and restore it to the rank it held so long." 
On January 14, 1922, the College formally opened the Marshall-
Wythe School of Government and Citizenship. Appropriate cere-
monies were held with the address of the occasion delivered by the 
Honorable Alton B. Parker, formerly Chief Judge of the ew York 
Court of Appeals, in the presence of a distinguishep gathering. Those 
most prominent in re-establishing the Law School were Dr. J. A. C. 
Chandler, then President of the College; Judge Oscar Lane Shewmake; 
Robert M. Hughes. Sr.; James Goold Cutler whose generous dpna-
tions helped to maintain the Marshall-Wythe School of Government 
and Citizenship; Judge Alton B. Parker who gave his fine law library 
to the College; John Garland Pollard, later Governor of Virginia; and 
many others. 
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Judge Shewmake, especially, took a personal interest in the revival 
of the law school. He accepted the position of Professor of Govern-
ment and Law, and along with Dr. William A. Hamilton mapped 
out a course of legal studies which emphasized particularly the history, 
philosophy, and governmental aspects of the law. He perhaps more 
than any other person at that time, inspired his students by his rare 
combination of scholarship, versatility, and wit. The press of other 
duties caused Judge Shewmake to resign in 1923 although his interest 
in law at William and Mary has never abated. 
Law Schools are not made or re-made in a day. Interest on endow-
ments could not keep pace with new requirements unless new friends 
and devoted teachers could be found. The Law School was especially 
fortunate in securing the services of Dean Theodore Sullivan Cox, a 
man who was thoroughly trained in history, government, and law. 
With the co-operation and support of such men as Dr. J. A. C. 
Chandler, Otto Lowe, George Walter Mapp, H. Lester Hooker, Elisha 
Hanson, A. H. Foreman, Frank Armistead, Channing Hall, F. G. D. 
Ribble, and many others Dean Cox succeeded in consolidaitng the 
School and getting it fu lly accredited. Mrs. Alfred I. duPont and 
Mrs. Lettie Pate Evans have also shown a keen interest. 
In September of 195'3 the name of the Law School was changed 
from the Department of Jurisprudence to the Marshall-Wythe School 
of Law in honor of those two great men. 
The School now has a faculty of six and a law librarian and has 
expanded its curriculum so as to offer the degree of Master of Law 
and Taxation - the first degree of its kind in this most important field. 
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The Degree of 
Master of Law and Taxation 
I N its earlier days the College of William and Mary imparted knowledge 
to men such as the Author of the Declaration of Independence, the Pro-
claimer of the Monroe Doctrine, and the Expounder of the Constitution -
men who made notable contributions to the devolopment of this nation. 
Now, amid growing national and international complexities, William 
and Mary seeks to fulfill another national need. Because problems in 
taxation are so fundamentally connected with representative constitutional 
government, and because these problems are becoming more pressing each 
year, the Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary is institut-
ing a new tax program leading to the degree of Master of Law and Taxa-
tion, the first of its kind to be offered by a college or university. 
The course of studies is premised upon a recognition of the practice of 
tax law as a profession in its own right, distinct from that of either the 
practice of law or accounting, and it is designed to train the student in the 
diverse fields necessary to the competent handling of all phases of tax 
matters. It is conceived to fill a need for competently trained persons to 
serve the nation in any capacity in which a thorough comprehension of 
taxation in all of. its complications is an essential requirement. 
In the present complex status of our tax laws, it requires joint considera-
tion by a lawyer, an accountant, an economist, a political scientist, and an 
expert in business management in order to analyze properly all aspects of 
a tax matter. While the program does not presume to accomplish expertness 
in each of these fields, it is intended to provide the student with the funda-
mental groundwork in all and as much of advanced study in each as 
relates directly to the field of taxation. 
The seven year course will include cultural subjects, proficiency in 
accounting, and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Administration. The 
fourth , fifth and sixth years are to be devoted to law in completion of the 
requirements for the Bachelor of Civil Law degree. This required founda-
tion in the related fields, coupled with the speCialized tax study to be 
undertaken in the graduate seventh year, is designed to provide intensive 
training in tax law and ability to comprehend all of its diverse facets. 
Now, as was true a century and three-quarters ago, the College of 
William and Mary embarks upon a new era of usefulness, strengthened in 
spirit by the accomplishments of alumni such as Thomas Jefferson, George 
Wythe, James Monroe, and John Marshall. 
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On the following pages may 
be found the introductions 
of the speakers and the texts 
of their addresses 
Morning Session 
HONORABLE JAMES M. ROBERTSON 
Rector of the Board of Visitors 
Presiding 
~~ 
Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker 
Retired Presiding Bishop of the Protesklnt Episcopal Church 
INVOCATION 
A LMIGHTY GOD who sitteth on the throne judging right, we humbly 
beseech thee to bless the ourts of Justice and the Magistrates in all 
this land and give unto them the spirit of wisdom and understanding 
that they may discern the truth and impartially administer the law in 
fear of thee alone, and in particular, we render unto thee grateful 
thanks for the service of thy servant John tlarshall through him who 
shall come to be our Judge, thy Son our Savior, Jesus Christ. AMEN. 
Honorable James M. Robertson 
May it please the Courts, 
Distinguished Guests, Friends of William and Mary, 
Members of the William and Mary Family: 
Rare indeed, is the occasion when one may with propriety begin his 
remarks with the pluml of the often heard saluwtion "May it please 
the Court." Unique I believe this occasion to be, when members of 
the Benches of three of the oldest and greatest Courts of the English 
speaking world are met together in formal convocation. Especially 
signi~nt is their presence here today to recognize and pay homage 
to three of the greatest minds and noblest spirits who preceded them 
on their respective Benches. Therefore, it is with much pride that by 
authority of the Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary 
in Virginia I declare this convocation of the Marshall-Wythe-Blackstone 
commemo~ation ceremonies, duly convened. 
In 1951 there came to William and Mary her twenty-second presi-
dent. To the College he brought new vigor, fresh inspiration and a firm 
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dedication to the view that William and Mary should and must meet 
her responsibility of serving the educational needs of the people of our 
Commonwealth and Nation. Today's ceremonies are but one of the 
many monuments of his devotion to his task. I t is with much pleasure 
that I present the President of the College of William and Mary in 
Virginia, Alvin Duke Chandler. 
f f f 
President Alvin Duke Chandler 
GREETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE DEDICATION 
OF THE MARSHALL-WYTHE SCHOOL OF LAW 
Mr. Rector, The Chief Justice of the United States, 
The Lord Chief Justice of England, Distinguished Guests, 
Members of the College Community, 
Friends of William and Mary in Virginia: 
IN behalf of the College of William and Mary in Virginia, I welcome 
you to the College and to the Marshall~Wythe-Blackstone Ceremonies. 
Especially do we welcome The Chief Justice of the United States, 
The Lord Chief Justice of England, and the Associates of the United 
States Supreme Court and the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
The Distinguished Senator from Virginia, Senator A. Willis Robertson; 
The Honorable J. Vaughan Gary of the Third Congressional District 
of Virginia; The Honorable A. E. S. Stephens, Lieutenant Governor 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia; The Honorable T. Coleman 
Andrews, United States Commissioner of Internal Revenue; The 
1embers of the General Assembly of Virginia; Dr. Felix G. W. de 
Weldon, the distinguished sculptor, who has created the busts which 
will be unveiled here today; and Professor Goodhart, Master of Uni-
versity College, Oxford, England. 
We welcome the panel who will participate with Commissioner 
Andrews in the Round-Table discussion this afternoon in the Blow 
Gymnasium. The Honorable Joel Barlow, Kenneth W. Gemmill, 
Edgar J. Goodrich, C. H. Morrissett, J. S. eidman, Norman Sugarman, 
and Daniel A. Taylor. We also welcome those who will participate in 
the evening session: The Honorable Loyd Wright, President of the 
American Bar Association; Judge Dallid A. Pine, of the United States 
District Court for the District of Columbia; and Professor Goodhart. 
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We are delighted to have on the platform today Judge Harold R. 
Medina, and Mrs. Jessie Ball duPont, a Virginian of long lineage, and 
a true friend of education. 
We welcome the members of the Anglo-American Bench and Bar; 
and we welcome the many Representatives from the fields of Taxation 
and Accounting. 
We welcome the friends of the College of William and Mary in 
Virginia. 
We are happy that the Representatives and Delegates of so large a 
number of our sister institutions of learning and their law school 
representatives are here to participate in these ceremonies. We are 
mindful that you have interrupted your busy life to contribute to a 
mile-stone in the life of the College of William and Mary in Virginia. 
We are especially happy to have with us today over one hundred 
direct descend<'lOts of the Great Chief Justice John Marshall, who re-
ceived his fomlal education from Chancellor George Wythe, and who 
was the founder of American Constitutional Law. 
To you, the Chief Justice and the Lord Chief Justice, permit me a 
special word of greeting. We are keenly aware of the great distance 
which Lord Goddard has traveled over the ocean to participate in 
these ceremonies. We realize that during this period in the history 
of the two great English-speaking Nations, you are faced with many 
perplexing legal problems. We realize that both of you are making a 
great sacrifice of time as well as person to participate in these Com-
memorative Ceremonies. Mr. Chief Justice Warren, and Lord 
Goddard, may your visit to this college be a rich and satisfying one. 
It is an honor to have you here. 
To further honor this occasion, the family of George Preston Cole-
man, great-grandson of St. George Tucker, has donated to the Marshall-
Wythe School of Law a set of the Complete Collection of State Trials, 
and Proceedings upon High-Treason, and other Crimes and Misde-
meanors, published in London in 1742. These eighteenth century 
volumes once were in the Library of the Colonial Council of Virginia, 
and still carry the Book-Plate of the Council Chamber. 
We are much indebted for the thoughtfulness and generosity of 
the Coleman family. 
I have often said on occasions such as this that many speakers have 
yielded to the temptation to speak on the long and rich history of the 
College of William and Mary in Virginia. 0 one has yielded to 
that temptation as often as I have. Today I shall hold fast, and touch 
on our past as lightly as possible. 
Had it not been for their Majesties King William and Queen Mary, 
by the Grace of God, of England, Scotland, etc., and the General 
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Assembly of the Colony of Virginia, there probably would not have 
been a college which was referred to in early days as "His Majesty's 
Royal College of William and Mary," nor would the Royal Charter 
have been so far-reaching as to designate this college as "a Certain 
Place of Universal Study," or as an institution "for the Advancement 
of Learning." This college will never shirk the responsibility of uni-
versal, or all-inclusive study, and the advancement of learning. 
For many years the College of William and Mary has presented 
to our students the rich store of wisdom which we have inherited from 
the past, and we shall always do this. However, it is our duty to add 
to the existing body of knowledge. As time goes on, as we add to 
the total body of learning, and as we face new conditions and situa-
tions, new chairs of learning must be established. ew methods of 
approach to, and new uses of, the ever-increasing body of knowledge 
must be devised. 
So, today, we formally install the occupant of the Chair of Taxation 
at the College, while celebrating the 175th Anniversary of John 
Marshall's birth. What occasion could be more appropriate for re-
dedicating the Anglo-American Bench and Bar to its traditions of 
Representative Constitutional Government? 
Over a century and three-quarters ago this college imparted' knowl-
edge to the author of the Declaration of Independence; the Proclaimer 
of the Monroe Doctrine and the expounder of the Constitution. Today 
we have an ever-increasing problem - taxation. It has been with us 
a long time, and it will undoubtedly remain with us for a long time. 
n we ever needed a competent group in our citizenry, who have the 
knowledge to serve this nation and our states in a comprehensive 
manner in the broad held of taxation, it is now. 
The field of taxation is complicated by legal, economic, social, busi-
ness, accounting, and political considerations in the national and the 
international field. Today, in announcing the Master of Law and 
Taxation Degree, we hope our students will explore carefully all of 
these aspects of the problem of taxation. 
In announcing the Master of Law and Taxation Degree, it would 
be improper if I did not give credit to those who have made this 
educational program possible. I regret that the master architect of 
this program is ill today and could not be here on this platform. The 
credit goes solely to certain friends of the College, the Law faculty, 
the William and Mary Law School Association, and the various com-
mittees of the College who have worked so faithfully to make this 
occasion possible. As a team they have furnished the inspiration, the 
incentive, the lay and profeSSional knowledge, and the necessary sub-
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stance to bring these plans to fruition. I have been an inspired spec-
tator, who ha:,; observed the hard work of these groups, and on behalf 
of the college, I express to them our deep and heartfelt appreciation. 
I believe such devotion to the future of this college can kindle in the 
soul of I')ur present-day youth the inspiration to drink of the culture, 
learning, and knowledge which inspired our forefathers centuries ago. 
Mr. Robertson: 
Today marks the creation of the Chair of Taxation at the College. In 
the accomplishment of this task we have had the capable advice and 
assistance of one of the Nation's really great minds in this ~eld. He is 
a resident of the neighboring City of Richmond. He has served with 
distinction in ,our Armed Forces, both in the Central Paci~c and in 
North Africa. He has held positions of trust and honor on the local, 
State and National levels. An accountant by profession, he formed 
and operated his ~rm, specializing in taxation and business manage-
ment. That he was successful is attested by the recognition accorded 
him by his profession in ,electing him President of the American In-
stitute of Accountants for the year 1950-195 I. The greatest recognition 
of his ability and professional skill came to him last year when the 
President appointed him United States Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, a position which he now ~lls with distinction. He will 
speak to us on the signi~nce of the new Master of Law and T axa-
tion Degree. It is with much pleasure that I present the Honorable 
T. Coleman Andrews. 
Honorable T. Coleman Andrews 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NEW MASTER OF LAW 
AND TAXATION DEGREE 
Mr. Rector, Mr. President, My Lord, Mr. Chief Justice, 
and Distinguished Members of the Bar, 
of the Federal Courts, and of The Commonwealth of Virginia, 
and Friends of William and Mary: 
As the official whom the President has been pleased to honor with 
the high.responsibility of seeing to it that the Nation's internal revenue 
laws are administered with integrity, fairness and effiCiency. I am 
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greatly impressed and encouraged by the progressive policy which so 
obviously prompted the creation of a Chair of Taxation here at the 
College of William and Mary. 
Thus William and Mary adds another chapter of high imagination 
and constructive purpose to its already illustrious record of acceptance 
of the academician's share of the total responsibility for the success 
of this nation's dedicated adventure into freedom, in which so many 
of William and Mary's sons have so brilliantly distinguished themselves. 
And so this 25th day of September, 1954, will, I am sure, become 
a red-letter day in this famed institution's already long and dedicated 
history and a no less significant day in the annals of higher education. 
I am encouraged by this event because I believe that it is a step 
in the direction of continually re-examining, in its broadest" context, 
the place of taxation in our society - an inquiry the necessity for 
which I am sure few will dispute. 
It is significant that the Chair of Taxation is to be an extension of 
the College's curricula, not a vehicle for a specialized and limited 
course. The object will be to turn out educated men and women, not 
just mechanics - men and women not only with knowledge of the 
existing tax laws but also with that degree of understanding of the 
whole problem of how best to finance the cost of government that 
assures intelligent evolution of method. 
This broad approach will have a heartening appeal to all who have 
observed the deplorable abbreviation of social, economic and political 
knowledge and understanding that has resulted from trying to meet 
rapid technological growth with extreme academic specialization. 
We have seen trade schools flourish with as short as ninety-day 
cram courses in a wide range of technical subjects, including the 
highly complex and extremely diverse subject of taxation. Corner 
drug stores carry many pocket editions of college courses which, ac-
cording to the courses' promoters, can be learned in ten days. I have 
to say that in my experience as Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
I all too often have ended up with a roomful of experts, in addition 
to the staff member originally called for a discussion, because the 
matter discussed eventually involved more than one or two sections 
of the Revenue Code. 
Perhaps this kind of highly specialized teaching can afford technical 
training; but it is not education. It is the development of technical 
skills within narrow horizons. Admittedly, this is all right so far as 
it goes, and perhaps it constitutes a worthwhile, necessary, and essential 
service; but seldom does it relate the subject under study to the whole 
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of the co-existi.ng social, economic and political order. Also, it seldom, 
if ever, makes any lasting contribution to the course of history. 
The present management of the Internal Revenue Service holds 
that, since the Service deals with every aspect of the Nation's economy, 
those charged with applying the revenue laws, and those charged 
with reviewing the taxpayers' applications of these laws, must be a 
great deal more than mere specialists if we are to have any hope of 
lifting the Service to the high level of functional effectiveness that 
the people who pay the bill have aright to expect. 
We must have men with broad understanding of the tax implica-
tions of business policies, practices, and methods. This requires a 
broader-based background of education than has heretofore been 
required. 
We also must have broad·gauged executives, men with imagination 
and initiative of the highest order. 
Above all, we must have men of high character, whose conduct as 
men and officials unmistakably stamps them as being well educated 
in morals and ethics as well as in the material aspects of their jobs. 
I am happy to say that with the approval of the Congress we have 
launched a training program designed to help us achieve these ob-
jectives. This program will be carried out at our Advanced Training 
Center which we recently established at the University of Michigan. 
The action being taken today by the College of William and Mary 
goes a step further by basing its technical study of · taxes on the 
broader foundations of jurisprudence and the liberal arts. This insures 
a needed philosophical approach to canons, theories, and concepts of 
taxation in relation to our historic, social, economic and political needs. 
This is the type of educational service that is meaningful policy-
wise, and it is in line with the high traditions of this College. It is the 
type on which civilizlltion depends for its progress. 
However, while the education of tax officials is essential, it is, after 
all, only a part of the job. There are those who legislate, those who 
judicially interpret, those who engage in tax practice; and most im-
portant, there are the citizens by whose will taxes are levied and by 
whose attitudes the effectiveness of tax administration is eventually 
determined. 
Attitudes have varied greatly throughout history. Professor Seligman 
has attempted to trace their evolution by pointing out six identifiable 
stages. First, a tax was looked upon as a voluntary gift to the Govern-
ment. Second, Governments were forced to implore humbly for sup-
port. Third, the idea prevailed that a favor was being granted the 
Government by giving it assistance. Fourth, it was believed that every-
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one should make a sacrifice to support the Government. Fifth, a 
national obligation existed to pay taxes. Sixth, there is the current 
concept that taxation has evolved into a matter of compulsion. 
Because the governmental right of compulsion exists today, the 
Government is more secure in its ability to collect taxes and thus is 
in better position to protect the citizen who is conscientious about 
paying his taxes from those who get it in their heads to try to cheat. 
But the Government cannot live by compulsion alone. Compulsion 
is our last-ditch defense, reserved only for that lower order of citizens 
- thus far relatively few in number, I'm happy to say - who con-
sciously set out to evade their taxes and thus steal from their neighbors. 
Our f1rst defense lies in the conscious desire of our people to live 
by the laws of the land, which desire springs largely from the knowl-
edge that in so doing they are abiding by the will of the majority a5 
expressed in the acts of representative government. 
Knowledge is the only sound basis for the acts of representative 
government. The more accurate the knowledge, the better the laws; 
and the better the laws, the more apt they are to induce voluntary 
compliance and abolish necessity for invocation of compulsive measures. 
It has been said that legislators do not make laws, that they attempt 
to find them; which suggests the assumption that the more knowledge 
with which we are possessed, the more apt we are to find those laws 
which are meet and proper. 
Taxation is not something that stands alone in our lives. It is related 
to our history, to jurisprudence, to the social sciences, and last, but 
very importantly in today's world, to our economy. If we are to move 
forward in our concepts of taxation, we must find, accurately evaluate, 
and take due account of, these basic and ever-changing relationships. 
But to thus meet the challenge of taxation requires knowledge far 
beyond mere ability to prepare tax returns properly. The type of 
knowledge needed is the type that the College of William and Mary 
so soundly sets as the goal of its broad-based course of stud~ in the 
tax field. It is the type of knowledge that will give us better tax laws, 
better administrators of these laws, and a high level of compliance. 
As we move in that direction by the innovation here on this day 
proclaimed, and by like .action which undoubtedly will be taken by 
other colleges and universities, we can look forward to the day when 
the inherent justice of our tax laws, the fairness, honesty, and effi-
ciency of our tax administrators, and the well-understood place of 
taxation in the pattern and fabric of our Nation's existence, will make 
it socially unacceptable to wilfully evade one's tax obligation. When 
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that day comes, we will have compulsion in tax administra tion only 
by the conscience of a freedom-loving people - never by force. 
I cannot overstr ss the ne d to hasten that day, for I have been 
shocked du ring my experiences as Commissioner by the many in-
stances in which deliberate tax evasion clearly had not prompted 
invocation of social sanctions against th evader, thus making it ob-
vious that in those cases at least evasion had acquired social acceptance . 
Acceptance by society of tax dodgers, schemers, connivers, cheats 
and other malefactors against the law is a sure road to national ru in . 
No government by law can survive ascendancy and social acceptance 
of the scoffl aw. 
Mr. Arthur Weigall, the Egyptian government's late distinguished 
Inspector General of Antiquities, reminded us that arousing in people 
a proper attitude of indignation toward the law breaker was a problem 
even in the days of ancient Greece. "The great lawgiver, Solon, of 
Athens," said Mr. W eigall , "used to say that to be law-abiding was 
the secret of prosperity." I would add to this that respect for the law 
also is one of the important prerequisites to the achievement of success-
ful democra tic government. 
Continuing, Mr. \Veigall said, "When Solon was asked ho\" he 
proposed to make people respect the law, he replied: Those who are 
not injured by a crime must be trained to feel as much indignation as 
those who aTe injured.' Solon taught the Athenians to hold indignation 
meetings when crimes were committed, to work themselves up into 
a passion of anger abou t them, and to enforce honesty and public-
spirited behavior." 
Somehow in the short space of one generation we seem to have 
lost our opposition to sin, particularly sins against the fi scal laws of 
the Government. ot even the courts have been immune to this lapse, 
for there are judges who clea rly find difficulty in regarding the tax 
evader as the crook and dangerous threat to our democratic institutions 
that he is . 
The average person 's indifference to the moral aspects of tax evasion 
is well known. I do not know of a single tax evader who has not 
continued to enjoy the status attributed to an honorable citizen, even 
after being convicted and serving a prison sentence for his trans-
gression. Yet, these malefactors had, in effect, robbed every other tax-
payer in the country, including their mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, 
and other relatives and, of course, their neighbors and friends. There 
is something seriously wrong with a society that does not impose any 
social sanctions upon such wrongdoers. 
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We are taught as Christians to forgive the sinner when he truly 
repents. Seldom have I heard any words, or seen any attitude, of 
repentance on the part of tax evaders, either before or after they have 
paid the penalties imposed by law for their crimes. What is worse, we 
not only seem to have lost our aversion to sin, but there is some 
evidence that the tax cheat enjoys, in the eyes of some citizens at least, 
a degree of heroic stature. 
It is a part of the duty of the Internal Revenue Service to protect the 
conscientious taxpayer from those of his fellows who attempt to cheat 
him by making him pay their taxes. It is difficult for any establishment 
of the Government to protect any citizen who looks at those who 
cheat him with admiration rather than indignation and scorn. 
Those who are inclined to admire the tax evader, or accept him and 
his offenses against them without resentment or indignation, might 
well consider the plight of those Nations where skillfulness at evad-
ing taxes has become a mark of distinction and fully voluntary com-
pliance a self-indictment for stupidity. 
This country cannot afford any deterioration of its tax system's 
foundation of voluntary compliance, for it is not likely that any 
member of the world's family of Nations would be able, or even in-
clined, to come forward with a Marshall Plan to nurture us back to 
economic stability if our revenue system and our economy failed. 
Nor can the world afford failure of our system, considering how 
much depends upon our prosperity and upon our high level of volun-
tary compliance with our tax laws in this day of the strongest assaults 
yet made upon the bastions of freedom by the forces of slavery. 
Finally, with knowledge comes understanding, appreciation, and 
strengthened character. Knowledge, therefore, is our greatest bulwark 
against decline of national standards and morals. Through knowledge, 
social acceptability becomes synonymous with the laws by which we 
govern our conduct 
And so today I am happy to commend the Board of Visitors and 
the President of the College of William and Mary for having en-
visioned such a broad-gauged program for the increase of knowledge 
as is here being instituted. I am proud and happy to have had this 
part in the exercises commemorative of this trail-blazing event, an 
event which I am confident will take its place alongside the many 
other great contributions which this College has made to the course 
of American history. 
Finally, while the Internal Revenue Service could ill afford to lose 
the man who is to be the first occupant of the Chair of Taxation, we 
of the Service whom he leaves behind to continue his life of high 
usefulness and unswerving devotion to public service, in this new 
and vitally important field are proud that the man needed to inaug-
urate this history-making undertaking could be found among those 
upon whom the responsibility for the administration of the Nation's 
revenue laws rests. When the authorities of William and Mary chose 
Doctor Thomas C. Atkeson for this assignment, they chose wisely in-
deed. They could not have done better. 
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Mr. Robertson: 
The College of William and Mary is proud of the priorities which 
mark her long history. Among these priorities was the creation of the 
~rst chair of law in the United States in 1779. Today the College 
announces another priority: The establishment of a Chair of Taxation. 
To ~ll that chair the College has had the extreme good fortune of 
securing the services of the leading authority on taxation in the United 
States. He was born in Alabama and educated at Georgetown Uni-
versity where he received his undergraduate and Doctor of Philosophy 
degrees. He has devoted much of his life to the Internal Revenue 
Service of the United States, having served many years as Assistant 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue . The College of William and Mary 
welcomes Dr. Thomas C. Atkeson as her ~rst professor of taxation. He 
will be installed by the much admired and greatly beloved Dean of 
the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, Dr. Dudley W. Woodbridge. 
Dean Woodbridge I bid you administer the oath of his office to 
Dr. Atkeson. 
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Dudley W. Woodbridge 
Dean of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
INVESTITURE OF DR. THOMAS C. ATKESON IN THE CHAIR 
OF TAXATION, MARSHALL-WYTHE SCHOOL OF LAW 
Mr. Rector, Distinguished Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
I WILL now ask Dr. Atkeson to please rise and come forward . 
Sir, by the authority of the President and the Board of Visitors, 
acting by their special grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, I 
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am authorized to administer to you the oath of offi~e on the occasion of 
your installation into the Chair of Taxation in the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law at the College of William and Mary. 
Raise your right hand, and repeat after me; 
I, Thomas Conner Atkeson, do solemly swear that as an incumbent 
in the Chair of Taxation, I will devote my best efforts to the study of, 
the teaching of, and to research in the field of taxation; that I will 
show neither fear of, nor favor to, student, Government, or taxpayer, 
whether rich or poor; but will at all times seek to learn, explain, coun-
sel, and teach as scholarship, honesty, and justice shall seem to me to 
require, so help me God. 
Mr. Robertson: 
The ~rst chair of law in the English-speaking world was established at 
Oxford in 1758, and its ~rst professor was Sir William Blackstone, one 
of the great ~gures in legal history whom we honor here today. 
A fe w years 1.ater, George Wythe was to establish the ~rst chair of 
law in America here at William and Mary. It is, therefore, singularly 
appropriate that the University of Oxford be represented at these 
ceremonies. And - may we add - it is strikingly ~tting that Oxford 
should send her felicitations by her American born professor of Juris-
prudence. Born in N ew York , educated at Yale and at Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge, he became Professor of Jurisprudence at Oxford 
University in 1931 . In 1943 he became the second American to be 
appointed King's Counsel, now Queen's Counsel. In 1948 he was 
created an Honorary Knight Commander of the British Empire. In 
1951 he was elected to the Mastership of University College at Oxford, 
the first American to become a master of an Oxford College. 
The College of William and Mary is honored to welcome the dis-
tinguished emissary of this great and ancient University. I am happy 
indeed to present Professor Arthur L. Goodhart . 
Dr. Arthur L. Goodhart 
Master of University College, Oxford 
GREETINGS FROM UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD* 
Collegia Willelmi et Mariae apvd Virginienses, 
Cancellarivs Magistri Scholares, 
Vniversitatis Oxoniensis S. P. D.: 
CUM placuerit vobis, Academici, a.d. VII Kal. Oct. convocatis 
iurisperitorum internuntiis festum agere diem, ut inceptis ab eo die 
duodecim mensium caerimoniis duas res assequamini - unam, ut 
annum celebre tis centesimum septuagesimum quintum ex quo 
Georgius Wyth , vir plurimum videns summaque auctoritate doc-
trinae, titulo ornatus civibus vestris ad id tempus inaudito 'Iurispru-
dentiae Professor' est factus institutamque primum in Collegio vestro 
occupavit cathedram; alteram, ut anna ducentesimo post natum dis-
cipulum eius Ioann m Marshall saecularia sacra redintegretis me-
moriamque viri de legibus patriae optime meriti pie sancteque servetis 
- sci tote nos Oxonienses ideo propensius quae paretis comprobare 
quod abhinc annos centum nonaginta sex instituta sit apud nos, 
Anglice loquentium omnium primos, eiusmodi cathedra quodque 
alumnus ille noster qui primus ad eam access it, Willelmus Blackstone, 
iuris Anglicani perelegans explanator, Professori vestro Georgio Wythe 
scriptis suis non mediocriter profuerit. Laeto, credite, animo legimus 
vos trium quos supra nominavimus virorum sculptas accepisse imagines, 
artis opera rarae, quas singuli viri, iuclicum in orcline praestantissimi, 
( nec aberit qui Britannorum partes sustinea) detractis velis sint dedi-
caturi; nec non laetamur quod ab eo die iurisperiti omnes, ex utrolibet 
subsellio profecti, illud sibi ante omnia esse expetendum et sentient 
denuo et praeoicabunt: ut civitatem earn popuJarem quae legibus con-
tineatur sollemni more sustentent. De qua nonne verissime olim 
Cicero: 'mens et animus et consilium et sententia civitatis posita est in 
legibus . . . legum ministri magistratus, legum interpretes iudices, 
legum denique idcirco omnes servi sumus ut libed esse possimus'? 
Sed haec vetera; novum quot nuntiatis, vas Professorem esse institu-
turos qui de vectigalium tributique ratione disserat, ut fiant simul eius 
disciplinae et prudentiae iuris Magistri. Nec tamen miramur vos 
novas inire doctrinae vias, ut qui civium vestrorum pdmi non modo 
iuris ac legum studio, sed r centioris aevi linguis, oeconomiae publicae, 
historiae (quod aiunt) modernae provideritis. Mirabilius est quod 
"The English translation of Dr. Goodhart's address will be found on page 107. 
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tradunt historici de vectigali agris vestris olim imposito: vos argenti 
loco carmina duo Latine scripta quotannis offerre debere. 0 si novus 
ille Professor vetus illud Regis Willelmi Reginaeque Mariae saeculum 
posset referre! Quid enim iucundius quam versiculis Latinis solvere 
posse vectigal? 
Quod superest, has vobis litteras tradet Iurisprudentiae Professor 
Emeritus, Arturus Lehman Goodhart, excellentissimi Ordinis Imperii 
Britanici Eques Commendator honorarius, Magnae Aulae Universitatis 
apud nos Magister; qui vir, cum Americanorum omnium primus CoI-
legio Oxoniensi sit praefectus, inter duos nostros populos qui sit con-
sensus ostendit. Ille nostro nomine summam vobis faciet gratulationem 
voluntatemque nostram praesens testis interpretabitur. Valete. 
Datum Oxoniae Idibus Augustis A.S. MCMLIV 
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Mr. Robertson: 
When the William and Mary Law School Association decided to have 
busts of Marshall , Wythe and Blackstone executed, it was to be ex-
pected that they would seek a person preeminent in the {leld of sculp-
ture to perform this task. They and the College were most fortunate 
in securing the services of a man both nationally and internationally 
known in the Arts. Possibly his most famous work is the statue of the 
Marines raising our ~ag at Iwo Jima. The original is now at Quantico, 
Virginia, and an enlarged version in bronze is being erected in Arling-
ton, where it overlooks the Potomac. He is widely acclaimed as the 
sculptor for many distinguished personages of Europe and America. 
The College is grateful to him for his splendid execution of the busts 
we are unveiling today. It is with much pleasure that I present to you 
Dr. Felix W. de Weldon. 
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Felix W. de Weldon, Sculptor 
THE BUSTS OF JOHN MARSHALL, GEORGE WYTHE, 
AND SIR WILLIAM BLACKSTONE 
Mr. Rector, Mr. President, Mr. Chief Justice Warren, 
Lord Goddard, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
I T is a great pleasure for me to be here today and an honor to have 
been commissioned to carve these three marble portrait busts for the 
College of William and Mary, on behalf of the William and Mary 
Law School Association. It means a great deal to me to be allowed to 
take this small part in commemorating these three men who played 
such an important role in formulating the laws of this country during 
its early struggles. 
To do justice to these great men in marble is not an easy task, 
particularly since during their lifetime we did not have the now ever-
present camera to establish a likeness for posterity. I have had, there-
fore, to rely on photographs of engravings and portraits, sometimes 
poorly reproduced and badly faded . In sculpture the back of the head 
is almost as important as the face of one's subject. How often we 
recognize a friend from the back of the head. he shape and position 
on the shoulders is an integral part of a man's charact~r. Since there 
was no one to tell me how these men looked, I was left no alternative 
but to study the photographs of old engravings and the biographical 
material made available to me, in order to portray these men as you 
will see them today. 
A sculptor's interpretation is limited to a portrayal of the spirit and 
character of his subject with light and shadow as his principal tools, 
whereas a writer has a wide variety of words from which to choose in 
spinning his tale and once these words are written they are under-
stood by all who read them. The play of light and shadow on a work 
of marble is ever changing, creating many moods, sometimes brooding, 
sometimes cheerful. Light can make the likeness speak or remain 
silent. 
In carving the bust of Sir William Blackstone, most famous of all 
English jurists, my work was done from the pictures I have seen, in-
cluding the portrait by Gainsborough. I have attempted to portray 
his brilliance and lucidity of mind as well as his simplicity and chann 
of manner. I keenly felt these attributes during my work and sincerely 
hope they will be apparent to all . 
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I have tried to show George Wythe, pride of the College of William 
and Mary and teacher ot Chief Justice John Marshall, Thomas 
Jefferson and James Monroe as a man of scrupulous impartiality and 
with the great gift of logic. He had a deeply penetrating mind and 
through his teachings left his mark on our country for all time. Though 
of middle height and well proportioned he was unostentatious in ap-
pearance and always polite and courteous. George Wythe was a man 
of great virtue, loved and respected by all who knew him. His sense 
of justice and integrity were conspicuous. 
The head of Chief Justice John Marshall portrays, I hope, the great 
good nature of the man and his serenity of mind. His eyes had an 
irradiating spirit and showed his superior mental powers. His youth 
spent mostly out of doors was responsible for his health of body and 
alertness of mind. He was a taIl, meagre man with a loose-jointed 
frame and a face small in proportion to his height. Being one of four-
teen brothers and sisters no doubt helped him to understand men 
and to become a great leader. His admiration for the superior ability 
and force of character of his father no doubt played a major part in his 
early development. His fine ancestry showed through his handsome 
countenance and reveals why he was able to get the attention of 
everyone and then to captivate them with his charm. 
I sincerely hope these portraits in marble will speak great thoughts 
to the students of law in the College of William and Mary and be a 
never ending source of inspiration. 
f 
Mr. Robertson: 
One of the purposes of this celebration is to rededicate the Anglo-
American Bench and Bar to its traditions of representative constitu-
tional government. This purpose was assured of accomplishment when 
the senior British jurist, the Lord Chief Justice of England, accepted 
our inviwtion to represent the English Bench in these ceremonies. 
He attended Marlborough School and Trinity College, Oxford. He 
was called to the Bar by the Inner Temple in 1899. Only 24 years 
later he was appointed a King's Counsel, the senior mnk of barristers 
practicing before the English Bar. 
He became a Judge of the King's Bench Division of the High Court 
of Justice in 1932. In 1938 he served on the Court of Appeal with 
the title of Lord Justice of Appeal. Later he became one of the nine 
"Law Lords" who sit in the House of Lords as members of Britain's 
highest Court. Today he is England's most distinguished jurist. It is 
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especially appropriate that he should present the bust of his illustrious 
predecessor, that profound teacher of the law, Sir William Blackstone. 
It is a signal honor that I am permitted to present to you Lord Goddard, 
the Lord Chief Justice of England. 
f f f 
Lord Goddard 
Lord Chief Justice of England 
PRESENTATION OF 
THE BUST OF SIR WILLIAM BLACKSTONE 
Mr. Rector, Mr. President: 
AND may I comprehensively say, Ladies and Gentlemen, for I have 
a fear of leaving out somebody whom I ought to mention. I have a 
great disappointment for you, although I wear the same costume as 
Professor Goodhart, I am going to talk to you in English. I know you 
will forgive me for I, unlike him, have forgotten any Latin I ever knew. 
My first words must be to thank you of William and Mary College 
for affording me the privilege of attending this interesting celebration 
and, more especially, for the generosity and kindly consideration which 
has enabled me to attend. And then, I am charged by the Lord 
Chancellor and Sir Hartley Shawcross, Chairman of the General 
Council of the Bar, both of whom have been recent visitors to the 
United States, to convey the greetings of the English Bench and Bar 
to this meeting, and to say with what interest we in England shall 
watch the development of the school you are founding to study the 
law of taxation - in these days an all-absorbing if somewhat grim sub-
ject in both of our countries. It would perhaps be indiscreet for me to 
suggest that what would be of the greatest interest to taxpaying citizens 
would be a little instruction in the gentle art of evasion. So perhaps 
I better say no more about this. 
Today we commemorate three great lawyers whose names and 
memories are held in equal respect on both sides of the Atlantic. Of 
Chief Justice Marshall and George Wythe, others better qualified 
than I will speak. It is of Sir William Blackstone with whom I am to 
deal and it is of him as a teacher that I would like to consider him 
with you. And I mean by teacher not one who has given instructions 
to the law and lawyers generally, but more speCifically to the students . 
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Just let us recall his dates. Born in 1723, he was elected Feliow 
of All Souls College, Oxford, in 1744 and was called to the Middle 
Temple in 1746. He gave his first lecture in June 1753, five years 
before he was elected to the first Vinerian Professorship. He became a 
judge in 1770 and died at the early age of 57 in 1780. At this time 
legal education in England was at its lowest ebb. In fact, it was non-
existant. At neither university was the common law taught at all, but 
only the Civil or Roman law, and that neither scientifically nor 
extensively. 
Dicey has said that the greatest service that monument of incapacity, 
the Duke of Newcastle, so long Prime Minister under George II, ever 
did was to persuade the King not to appoint Blackstone Regent Pro-
fessor, as Lord Mansfield had suggested, because he was not sure of 
his politics - an astonishing thing in these days, but that's what he 
said . Had he been appointed to that chair he would have been con-
cerned only with Roman law and the common law would have suf-
fered accordingly. The Inns of Court had ceased to give any teaching. 
No reading had taken place since 1680. I believe that imparlances 
and exercises were continued, but no one now seems to know in what 
they consisted, and at any rate, by the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury they had become entirely formal. 
Indeed it is quite extraordinary how the Inns of Court in those days 
maintained their privileges in calling students to the Bar, for it was not 
until the middle of the n ineteenth century that they began once more 
to provide instruction. How then did the students obtain any knowl-
edge of the law? For textbooks they had Coke, Coke's Institutes, and I 
ask you to imagine what a modern law student would think if he were 
set down at the beginning of his pupilage to read that erudite, but to 
a student, unintelligible work. Another delightful textbook for the 
edification of the young was "Doctor and Student." This consists of a 
dialogue between a Doctor of Divinity and a student of the law of 
England, published in Latin, about 1523. Let me cull one Bower 
from this bouquet. The student inquires, "If a man that hath lands 
for a term of life be impanelled upon an inquest and thereupon leaseth 
issues and dieth, whether those issues may be levied upon him in the 
reversion in con cience as they may be by law?" 
Well, if that did not stump the doctor, I don't know what would, 
for I haven't the least idea what the student was talking about. But 
with such material how was a student to begin to learn law? The 
wonder is he did not turn in loathing from such a repulsive ubject. 
As Blackstone says on page 31 of the first volume of his Commen-
taries , "A raw and inexperienced youth in the most dangerous season 
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of life is transplanted on a sudden into the midst of allurements to 
pleasure without any restraint or check except what his own prudence 
can suggest, with no public direction in what course to pursue his 
inquiri s; no private assistance to remove the distresses and difEculties 
which will always embarrass a beginner. H e is expected by a tedious, 
lonely proce s to ext ract the theory of law from a mass of undigested 
learning, or else by an ass iduous attendance in the courts, to pick up 
theory and practice suffic ient to qualify himself for the ordinary run 
of business. Is it to be wondered that so many of moderate capacity 
confuse themselves at first setting out and continue ever dark and 
puzzled for the remainder of their lives?" 
The real wonder is how this deplorable system produced the great 
lawyers it did. R.eading as a pupil in Chambers was hardly known 
till the end of the eighteenth century. Some seem to have entered the 
offices of attorneys to get some knowledge of practice. Lord H ardwick, 
one of the greatest, if not the greatest of our chancellors, was a shin-
ing example. T hen they were told to keep commonplace books and 
take ~otes of cases . But somehow it did produce a number of great 
lawyers. In addition to H ardwick, one thinks of Chief Justice Wilmot, 
Charles Pratt, afterwards Chief Justice of the Common Pleas; Lord 
C amden, ord Raymond, ElJenborough and Abbott . How did they 
learn the mystery of special pleading? If one declared in trespass when 
case was correct, it was fatal. If one demurred and the demurrer was 
overruled , the chance of going to the country, as it was called , that 
is to say, having the issue determined by jury was lost. This recalls 
the one joke that is recorded of Lord Mansfield . H e was trying a 
horse case. It was said that a horse that had been sold turned out a 
jibber and would not leave the stable. A cas was being argued by 
Mr. W ood, afterwards a judge who was known as a great special 
pleader. Lord Mansfield, to the delight of the bystanders, as it is re-
corded, said, "Who would have thought that Mr. W ood's horse would 
have demurred when it ought to have gone to the country." 
It was Blackstone who changed all th is . H e started h is career as a 
teacher by giving a series of lectures not as a professor, but as an 
ordinary ellow of All Souls, and inciden tally, charged a fee of 6 
guineas for the privilege of attending. In those days that represented 
a great many dollars. His desire was not merely to teach budding law 
students, but to give instruction to other jun ior members of the Uni-
versity who would become landowners and justic s of the peace. Re-
member that in thos days, and indeed one may say till I &88, local 
government in England was almost entirely in the hands of justices 
chosen for the most part from the landed gentry. From Elizabethan 
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times, and perhaps earlier, landowners and gentlemen of position were 
accustomed to send their sons to the Inns of Court, not intending 
that they should be called to the Bar but in the hope that they might 
get some insight into the laws they would be called upon to administer 
as justices. 
Blackstone's lectures attracted the attention of Charles Viner, an 
amiable and wealthy eccentric, who seems to have spent his life in 
compiling an ill-digested and perfectly useless abridgment of the laws 
of England. But he left his estate, including the rights to the abridg-
ment to Oxford University for the endowment of a professorship of 
English law and the foundation of scholarships. This was the first 
professorship of English law at either university and Blackstone was 
the first professor. His lectures form the Commentaries and were in 
substance those he had previously given before he was elected to the 
Vinerian chair. For the first time students had something they could 
read and understand, written in a style unsurpassed before or since. 
It is true that Blackstone's hope for the scientific teaching of law was 
of slow growth and in fact, at first, unheeded in England. Not so on 
this side of the Atlantic. It is to the eternal credit of the younger 
universities in America that they quickly responded to Blackstone's in-
fluence and by the end of the eighteenth century there were five pro-
fessorships established here for the teaching of the common law - the 
one founded by Jefferson at this college of which Wythe was the first 
professor. I stress this because I have the highest and most respectful 
regard for the teaching of law in this country. I believe we in England 
have much to envy and to learn from it. 
The great service that Blackstone rendered was to leave a perfect 
picture of the law of EngJand as it was in the middle of the eighteenth 
c ntury, described in eloquent and readable language. He had his 
critics. What author worth his salt has not? He had his detractors. 
I need only to recall Bentham. And they were often unfair. He, no 
doubt, regarded English law with a veneration which may appear 
exaggerated. But remember that in his day England was the only 
country in Europe where the rule of law prevailed and where it was 
free from anything approaching the despotism that prevailed on the 
Continent. He wrote when the country was on the eve of reform. 
And in many cases he saw the need for reform. But it was his duty 
as a teacher to state the law as it was and not as he would like it to be. 
His mind was essentially academic, and this may account for his com-
parative failure as a judge. It was his excessive caution and scrupulous 
adherence to formality that were his main defect. A contemporary said 
of him, "that there were more new trials granted in cases which came 
before him on circuit than were granted on the decision of any other 
judge who sat at Westminster in his time, the reason being that being 
extremely diffident of his opinion, he never supported it with much 
warmth or pertinacity if a new trial was moved for." 
So it is as a teacher and author and not as a judge that Blackstone 
is held in honored remembrance. He was the expositor of the common 
law which is the common heritage of your country and mine, and so 
we share equally in a tribute to his genius. 
I will ask, therefore, with much pleasure, that the bust of Blackstone 
may be unveiled. 
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Mr. Rohertson: 
George Wythe, as we so well know, was born in Elizabeth City 
County, Virginia, not far from Williamsburg. He established the first 
law school in America here at the College, and served on the first 
Virginia Court of Appeals. We are happy indeed that another eminent 
jurist, an illustrious son of William and Mary, who now sits on the 
Bench of Virginia's Supreme Court of Appeals, will present the bust 
of Wythe. Following his graduation from William and Mary, he 
attended the University of Virginia, from which he received his law 
degree. After engaging in the general practice of law in Wythe's native 
county, he became Circuit Judge. This position he had held for some 
13 years, when in 1936, he was appointed to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia. These high offices he has filled with profound 
learning and great distinction. It is with much pleasure that I present 
the Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, the 
Honorable Claude Vernon Spratley. 
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Justice C. Vernon Spratley 
Associate Justice, Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals 
PRESENTATION OF THE BUST OF GEORGE WYTHE 
Mr. Rector, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
hESE commemorative exercises take us back to a period which 
marked no.t only a crisis in American history; but, perhaps, the turning 
point in world civilization. It was an era that produced a gallant band 
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of patriots, who dared to risk their lives, their fortunes and their sacred 
honor in defense of the right of men to govern themselves. Here, in 
Virginia, a training ground for the leaders of the American Revolution, 
a host of remarkable men arose, including Patrick Henry, whose 
matchless oratory stirred the mind and will to independence; George 
Mason, author of that immortal document, the Virginia Declaration of 
Rights; George Washington, soldier and statesman, the sword of the 
Revolution; Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence; John Marshall, interpreter of the Constitution; and George 
Wythe, whom we honor today, lawyer, teacher, statesman and jurist, 
who planted the seed from which has grown our system of repre-
sentative constitutional government. 
On this occasion we cannot enter upon an extended narrative of the 
life of Wythe. We shall only attempt to trace the development of his 
remarkable personality, and present some of his leading achievements. 
He was born in 1726, in the County of Elizabeth City, Virginia, now 
the City of Hampton, not far removed from the spot where we now 
stand . At the age of fourteen, he entered the College of William and 
Mary. Upon completing his course there, he began the study of law 
in the office of a relative. 
An apt and diligent student, Wythe acquired sufficient proficiency 
to be admitted to practice law at the age of twenty. His ability, indus-
try and honesty soon gained for him a profitable practice. In those 
pre-revolutionary days, he took an active interest in the political 
activities of the Colony, and with an inheritance of courage and an 
imperishable love of liberty, warmly espoused the cause of the colonists. 
In 1754, Wythe entered upon the career of public service, which 
lasted until his death. In that year he served as Attorney General of 
the Colony during the absence of the incumbent, Peyton Randolph, 
in England. In the same year, he b gan a period of service in the 
lower branch of Virginia's legislative body, which continued with a 
few brief interruptions through the year 1778. Sometimes he served 
as a delegate from Williamsburg; sometimes as a delegate from the 
College of William and Mary; and sometimes as a delegate from his 
native County of Elizabeth City. During those stirring and heroic 
days, his ability, integrity and sound judgment were recognized, and 
he became a leader and one of the master spirits in a company of 
brilliant men. 
In 1776, Wythe, together with Jefferson, Pendleton and George 
Mason, revised the laws of Virginia, consistent with the political up-
heaval produced by the Revolution. Much of that revision forms the 
basis of our statute law to this day. He also found time to serve as 
Mayor of Williamsburg in 1768; Clerk of the House of Burgesses 
from 1769 to 1775; and in the session of 1777-1778, the second fol-
lowing the separation from England, he was Speaker of the House 
of Delegates, the successor to the House of Burgesses. 
In the meantime, in addition to his activities in the legislative halls 
of Virginia, he was a member of the Continental Congress in 1775, 
and again in 1776, when he warmly supported Richard Henry Lee's 
Resolution for Independence, and became the first Virginia signer of 
the Declaration of Independence. H e was a member of the Conven-
tion which met in 1787, to frame a Federal Constitution. In the fol-
lowing year, as Chairman of the Committee of the Whole, he presided 
over the Convention which met in Richmond to consider the ratifica-
tion of the Constitution of the United States. A bitter controversy 
arose as to the extent of powers which should be conferred on the 
Federal government. An ardent advocate of approval, Wythe proposed 
a resolution of ratification. In spite of powerful opposition, repre-
sented by Patrick Henry, George Mason, and James Monroe, the 
argument of Wythe, Marshall, and Edmund Pendleton finally tri-
umphed, and resulted in the acceptance of the Constitution by Vir-
ginia by the very barest of margins. So important was that decision 
that it has been frequently said by historians that had Virginia not 
ratified the Constitution as it stood, the entire course of American 
history would have been materially changed. 
The high distinction which marked the career of Wythe, as lawyer 
and statesman, was a prelude to his services as teacher and jurist. In 
1777, the High Court of Chancery of Virginia was created and George 
Wythe, together with Edmund Pendleton and Rob rt Carter Nicholas 
were elected as judges. They were also ex-officio judges of the Court of 
Appeals, where they were entitled to precedence. 
In 1788, upon the reorganization of the High Court, Wythe was 
made sole High Chancellor, which office he held until his death. 
In 1779, the Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary 
led by Jefferson, then Governor of Virginia, and a member of the 
College Board, reorganized the College on the plan of a university. 
A "Professorship of Law and Police" was established, and Wythe, the 
preceptor of Jefferson, immediately became the occupant of that chair, 
the first Chair of Law in an American college. 
Wythe brought to his new work the intelligence, industry and 
efficiency that marked his conduct in every relation of his life. His 
mind was alert and vigorous. He regarded and taught the funda-
mental principles of law as a part of the science of government rather 
than as something to be employed only in the trial of cases. He used 
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Sir William Blackstone's Commentaries as a textbook, and in lectures 
contrasted English and Virginia law. To affOId practical experience, 
he supplemented the course with a moot court and a model legislature. 
Among his students (before, at, and after he became a member of the 
faculty of William and Mary College), were Thomas Jefferson, James 
Monroe, John Marshall, Edmund Randolph, Henry Clay, and many 
others; men who were the architects of our American way of life. 
Wythe's connection with the College ended in 1789, when, as High 
Chancellor, his duties required him to move to Richmond, then the 
capital City of the State. In 1790, in recognition of his ability, char-
acter and services, the College of William and Mary conferred upon 
him the honorary degree of LL.D. As a result of the War between 
the States, and the general poverty and distress which ensued during 
reconstruction days in Virginia, the Chair of Law became dormant, 
and eighty years elapsed before its revival. 
There are those who deem the services of Wythe in the field of 
jurisprudence as his greatest contribution to our nation. They point 
to the celebrated case of Commonwealth v. Caton, et als., 4 Call. 
(8 Va.) page 5, sometimes referred to as the Case of the Prisoners, 
decided in 1782. One of the important questions in that case was 
whether an act passed by the House of Delegates conformed to the 
requirements of the Constitution of Virginia governing the subject 
of pardons. Chancellor \Vythe, writing the main opinion, asserted the 
right and duty of the courts to rule upon the constitutionality of 
the laws. 
When this bold decision was rendered, the United States was just 
emerging from the Revolution. There had been no clear-cut exphlna-
tion of the new laws which governed the country, nor any clear-cut 
definition of the powers of the executive, legislative and judiCial 
departments. Citizens were divided in opinion, and many of the 
more prominent were critical of the views of the Court. 
In 1803, twenty-one years later, the principles which Wythe planted 
bore fruit in the opinion rendered by John Marshall, Chief Justice, in 
the historic case of Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 2d L. Ed. 60. 
Marshall's adoption of Wythe's theory made the latter's contribution 
complete, and gave to the doctrine itself the vigor and strength with 
which it has survived attack for a century and a half. Perhaps the 
greatest single source of the Supreme Court's prestige, it has been 
termed the cornerstone of Constitutional Law and the rock upon 
which this nation has been built. "" 
"Supreme Court and Supreme Law. Edited by Edmond Cahn, page I 15. 
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The private life of Wythe was exemplary in manner, morals and 
principle. A man of the highest integrity, kindly in mind and heart, 
he was greatly beloved by his fellow citizens. He had a deep and 
abiding faith in the tenets of Christianity. Like Thomas Jefferson, 
and a number of other leading Virginians of his day, he favored the 
emancipation of slaves. He liberated several of his servants, and by 
his will provided for their maintenance and support. 
As an attorney, he observed professional ethics to the highest degree. 
He refused unjust cases and abandoned cases regarding which he had 
been misled. He deemed the lawyer an instrumentality of justice. As 
a statesman and jurist, he foresaw with greater clarity than some of 
his colleagues, in 1788, the necessity for a strong central government, 
controlled by rules asserting and securing the basic principles of liberty 
and justice. 
In a brief memoir printed in the contemporaneous reports of the 
decisions of the Court of Appeals, 4 Call (.8 Va.) 623, this is said: 
"Chancellor Wythe was one of the most eminent of the great states-
men and jurists among his contemporaries. His mind was uncom-
monly vigorous and rapid in its perceptions, his knowledge of law 
profound, his uprightness and impartiality preeminent, and his patriot-
ism ardent. He was unambitious of wealth, plain and frugal in his 
method of life, and condescending and amiable in his manners." 
Wythe's former pupil, intimate and affectionate friend , Thomas 
Jefferson, said: "His virtue was of the purest kind; his integrity in-
flexible and his justice exact; of warm patriotism and devoted as he 
was to liberty and the natural and equal rights of men he might truly 
be called the Cato of his country without the avarice of the Roman, 
for a more disinterested person never lived. Temperance and regularity 
in all of his habits gave him general good health, and his unaffected 
modesty and suavity of manners endeared him to everyone." 
Wythe died on June 8th, 1806, in the eighty-first year of his life. 
On June loth, the day of his funeral, the Richmond Inquirer paid him 
this tribute: 
Kings may require mausoleums to consecrate their memory; saints may 
claim the privilege of a canonization; but the venerable George Wythe 
needs no other monument than the services rendered to his country, and 
the universal sorrow which that country sheds over his grave." 
The continuation of the first Chair of Law in the United States 
as the Marshall-Wythe School of Law is a more appropriate tribute 
to the memory of Wythe than any monument of cold stone or granite. 
This School of Law, reestablished in 1921, by the Board of Visitors 
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of the College of William and Mary, serves as a memorial of useful-
n S5, alive and vibrant with American youth, who would learn the 
principl s of liberty and justice, who would learn how to frame con-
stitutions and statutes, and who would seek to model their characters 
after that of the founders of American jurisprudence. 
I do not deem it inappropriate here to recall that foremost in the 
revival of the School of Law were Dr. ]. A. C. Chandler, then 
President , of the College, and the Honorable O. L. Shewmake, a dis-
tinguished alumnus, and a member of its Board. Judge Shewmake, 
an experienced teacher, an able and successful practitioner of law, an 
efficient public servant, and an ardent admirer of Chancellor Wythe, 
was elected as one of the two professors of law. Thus equipped by 
training and experience, and possessed of that rare combination of 
scholarship, versatility of mind, and sparkling wit, Judge Shewmake, 
during his tenure of office, inspired his students with a love of the law, 
its reason and its philosophy. Subsequently, the late Theodore S. Cox, 
a distinguished legal scholar and teacher, succeeded in consolidating 
the Law School and in making it fully accredited. Under the present 
guidance and leadership of Dean Dudley W. Woodbridge, whose 
gracious per onality and scholarly attainments have won him the 
respect and admiration of the bench, bar and students, the School 
now flourishes with great vigor and strength. To meet the challenges 
of the continued transition of this growing and dev loping country, 
new and devoted teachers have been employed and new courses added 
to its curriculum, including, as you will be told today, a course in 
the law of taxation, leading to a degree of Master of Law and Taxation. 
No spot could be more fitting in which to honor the memory of 
George Wythe than the old capital of the Colony of Virginia, where 
he spent the earlier period of his life as student and practitioner of law, 
and the latter period as legislator and teacher. No occasion could be 
more appropriate than that'selected to inaugurate the beginning of a 
year-long celebration of the two hundredth anniversary of John 
Marshall's birth, and the one hundred and seventy-fifth year of the 
establishment of the first Chair of Law in the United States. No 
company could more fittingly join in these ceremonies than those who 
would preserve the pattern of liberty, the pattern of governance, and 
the ideals of jurisprudence bequeathed to us by Wythe and Marshall, 
and those who followed in their lead. 
It is a great privilege to unveil the bust of George Wythe. We thank 
the gifted artist who has carved, and the friends who have given, this 
likeness of the great Chancellor to the College of William and Mary. 
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If anyone has a title to a bust at this College, it is Wythe, for it was 
here that he conceived and taught the principles of liberty and self-
government upon which our Republic is founded. It will hereafter 
adorn and hallow the halls of this College, and serve to recall to 
memory the virtues and achievements of one of Virginia's greatest 
jurists. 
., ., 
Mr. Robertson: 
One hundred and ninety-nine years ago John Marshall, the great 
Chief Justice, was born. In commemoration of his great contributions 
to our form of constitutional gov.ernment, the Nation has planned a 
year-long celebration, culminating with the 200th anniversary of his 
birth. Today it is the purpose of his alma mater to inaugurate this 
celebration. Certainly it is appropriate that we be joined in this cele-
bration by the present distinguished occupant of the office to which 
John Marshall gave such eternal distinction. The present Chief Justice 
is a native Californian. He attended the University of California, 
where he received undergraduate and law degrees. During the ~rst 
World War he served with the 363rd Infantry. In 1939 he became 
Attorney General of California, having received the unusual lwnor 
of being nominated for that position by both the Republican and 
Democratic parties. He served as Governor of California for lO years, 
being the ~rst person in the history of the State to be elected to that 
office for a third term. In 1953 the President, recognizing his excep-
tional competence, appointed him Chief Just ice of the Supreme Court 
of the United States. It is indeed ~tting that he present the bust of 
the great John Marshall. It is with much pleasure that 1 present the 
Chief Justice, the Honorable Earl Warren. 
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Honorable Earl Warren 
Chief Justice of the United States 
ADDRESS A D PRESENTATION OF 
THE BUST OF JOHN MARSHALL 
Mr. Rector, President Chandler, 
Lord Chief Justice, Other Honored Guests, and 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
I T is our pleasure today to honor great men of another day, men who 
have contributed much to our national life and La the civilization of 
which it is a part. We speak of them, of course, in gratitude, but we 
have another reason, even more personal to present-day Americans 
and in keeping with the necessities of our time. We meet here to 
strengthen our own convictions concerning government and law; to 
fortify our belief in a government of laws and not of men. We seek 
rededication to the cause of justice, b tween individuals, between 
citizens and their sovereign, and between the nations of the world. 
We reach for p rfect justice, but we do not expect to grasp it, because 
history both profane and divine teaches us that as long as time and 
human nature exist there will be issues to decide, causes to adjust. 
We learn from Holy Writ that even the angels quarrelled and that 
Satan and his angels were banished to darkness for their wrongs. We 
know that the path of justice in every time and place has been rough, 
tortuous and uphill. No nation has yet reached the Summit. Exact 
justice has not been achieved . No mortal has embodied all its prin-
ciples. Vie recognize, however, that civilizations of the past have ad-
vanced it; nations in all ages have made contributions to it and in-
dividuals have either evolved or formulated or synthesized principles 
of justice in a way that has challenged the admiration and emulation 
of people in many lands - people who are interested in that kind of 
government which is premised upon freedom and the dignity of the 
individual. We honor those nations for their accomplishments and 
revere the memories of such individuals for their contributions. 
As Americans, we are proud of our system of government and our 
standards of justice, although we claim neither originality nOf perfec-
tion for them. We, too, have had our great men who have made con-
tributions to the sum total of human knowledge in the field of justice. 
We do not deify them. Like the sages of other countries, they were 
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people, subject to all the limitations of human beings. As a nation, 
we make no pretense except to a passion for justice based upon the 
dignity and rights of the individual. We stake everything w have on 
our belief that only through this kind of justice can there be order 
and contentment within nations and peace between the countries of 
the world. We believe this kind of justice is the rightful heritage of 
every human being and that it is his right and duty to achieve it. 
For three and a half centuries Americans, using the experience and 
wisdom of older countries from which we or our for bears came, have 
endeavored to develop in this section of the world a system of govern-
ment and a body of law that will accord justice to everyone. We 
have made mistakes - many of them. People have at times succeeded 
in using our system for selfish and even oppressive ends. We have 
often been required to wipe some things from the slate and start again. 
At times we have been close to failure, but we have never failed in our 
climb toward the pinnacle of true justice. And we are climbing today 
to meet the test of Thomas Jefferson that "The most sacred of the 
duties of a government is to do equal and impartial justice to all its 
citizens." 
We do not assume that justice is indigenous only to our soil or in 
our own people. V\l aves of passion , prejudice and even hatreds have 
on occasions swept over us and almost engulfed us, as they have the 
people of other lands. In our efforts to guard against these things, we 
have called upon the wisdom of the ages. We have accepted unblush-
ingly the contribution of those intellects of other nations and ages who, 
in accordance with the circumstances under which they lived, have 
placed foundation stones in the temple of justice. 
Our own symbol of justice, the home of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, honors great nations of law givers. It is of Grecian 
architecture of the Corinthian order so loved by the Romans and used 
by them in a countless number of their public buildings. In the court 
room itself, we give public recognition to the Jaw givers of all ages. 
On the frieze of one wall are the figures of ancients who made their 
contribution before the birth of Christ: Menes, Hammurabi, Moses, 
Solomon, Lycurgus, Solon, Draco, Confucius and Octavian; and on 
the opposite wall the figures of those who came after Him: Justinian, 
Mohammed, Charlemagne, King John, St. Louis, Grotius, Blackstone, 
Marshall and Napoleon. The most significant to us, of course, are the 
figures of those who expounded the two systems that are the most alike 
of any because premised on the affinity of lineage, language, concept 
and emulation, the British and American. They stand side by side, 
William Blackstone and John Marsha'!' These men were con tem-
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poraries although not known personally to each other. The one had 
not been out of England; the other lived almost his entire life within 
a few miles of his beloved Virginia. 
While Blackstone was writing his Commentaries on the law of 
England, Marshall was studying the great events of history upon 
which the rights of Englishmen were predicated in order to establish 
here a comparable system of justice. At that time, he and his com-
patriots were concerned not so much with a better system of justice 
than the English system as they were with having the same rights as 
Englishmen. A few years later he fought with Washington at Mon-
mouth, Brandywine and Valley Forge to establish here a nation for 
that purpose. Blackstone expounded the law of England as it had 
developed by tradition, charter, statutes and judicial interpretation for 
a thousand years. Marshall expounded our Constitution, a document 
of 5,000 words, only a dozen years old, but which had been designed 
to establish for all times a more perfect Union of States that had but 
recently achieved their independence. That Constitution was an ex-
periment in the science of government. Many people believed it to be 
a dangerous experiment. Many feared it and believed it would be-
come another instrument of oppression. It was approved by the states 
only by the narrowest of margins. 0 one was certain if or how it 
would stand the test of time. One of the signers of the Constitution 
said, "Constitutions are not the same on paper as in real life." It fell 
to the lot of John Marshall to translate our Constitution from paper 
into real life, to enable it to meet the problems of a new, poor, war-
tired and divided country. To say that it took wisdom, foresight, 
patience and courage to do this task is trite. But it is none the less 
true, and he did it for 34 years during the most formative and 
politically turbulent period of our national history, leaving at his death 
a greater imprint on our legal institutions than any American to this 
day has ever made. We honor him today at the beginning of the 200th 
year since his birth in testimony of the lasting and universal veneration 
in which his work is held. 
It is appropriate that this recognition should be given him in his 
beloved Virginia where he lived all his life and in whose service he 
offered his life for the new nation he envisioned, in whose Legislature 
he labored for the Constitutional Convention, where he worked for 
ratification of the Constitution, and which State he represented in 
the Congress. It is also fitting that this ceremony should be held at 
beautiful and historic College of William and Mary where he received 
his only formal education under the benign tutelage of George Wythe, 
then occupying the first chair of law in this country. John Marshall 
was not an orthodox student. Born in the wilderness, he learned from 
his parents and from an occasional tutor, but largely from the life of 
his time and from the great men of Virginia in the causes for which 
men struggled in those days. What men he encountered in his native 
State! - Washirigton, Jefferson, Madison, Patrick Henry, Mason, 
Monroe and a host of others immortal in United States history. 
Whether these men agreed in politics or not, they all had great minds, 
were passionately devoted to their own political philosophy and each 
sharpened the minds of the others either through friendly intercourse 
or political contention. Marshall was the beneficiary of these associa-
tions as much as any American of those days, whether it stemmed 
from the adoration he had for his beloved chief, George Washington, 
or from his almost life-long political strife with his kinsman, Thomas 
Jefferson. 
We are most fortunate that we can have with us on this occasion 
Dr. Goodhart, Master of University College, Oxford, where English 
law was first taught and where Sir William Blackstone taught and 
wrote his Commentaries. And how greatly we are honored by having 
with us on this occasion the Lord Chief Justice of England whose 
historic position makes him the guardian of the rights of all English-
men as those rights have come down to them from Magna Charta, the 
Petition of Right, the Bill of Rights and the Acts of Parliament. It 
gives us a sense of comradeship in a very troubled world. 
John Marshall has rightly been called the "expounder of the Con-
stitution." It was new to the point of being without precedent when 
he became Chief Justice January 6, 1801. The Nation was poor as a 
result of years of warfare. Means of communication between the states 
were sadly lacking; there was no national economy; our standing 
among the nations of the world was deplorable; the states were divided 
in interests and politics; men held passionate views concerning the 
relationships between the three Branches of Government and between 
the federal and state governments. The leaders were men of powerful 
intellect and passionate convictions. There were those who would 
center most power in the Federal Government. There were those who 
would leave practically all power in the states. It was Marshall's mis-
sion in life to pursue a course somewhere between those two extreme 
positions through the construction of the new Constitution in a 
myriad of cases that arose during his thirty-four years as Chief Justice. 
He had spent a horrible winter at Valley Forge with Washington, and 
the weakness of the Government under the Articles of Confederation 
had seared his soul. He believed in a strong, central government -
federal supremacy in all matters within the domain of the Federal 
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Government. He believed the Constitution should be construed 
liberally to accomplish that end, and he confirmed the power of 
Congress to do so in these historic words: 
Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the Constitution, 
and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, 
which are not prohibited but consist with the letter and spirit of the Con-
stitution, are constitutional. 
He b lieved that if we were to remain a nation we must have a 
national economy, and that any strong economy must be based upon 
the scrupulous performance of contract, and the orderly regulation 
by the central government of commerce among the states and with 
other nations. He realized that if we wer to command the respect of 
the world, we must meticulously fulfill our international obligations 
and honor the treaties we make. All of these desired results he 
achieved through decision after decision until they became embedded 
in our law. 
But perhaps the greatest contribution he made to our system of 
jurisprudence was the establishment of an independ nt judiciary 
through the principle of judicial review. In a case instituted the 
first year of his incumbency, he rooted this fundamental principle in 
American constitutional law as our original contribution to the science 
of law. 
This and many other of his decisions aroused a storm of protest as 
being beyond the words and intent of the Constitution, but for thirty-
four years in accordance with his belief, stone by stone, he built the 
foundation of our constitutional structure, and he constructed it suf-
ficiently strong to support everything we have since built upon it. In 
those thirty-four years of his incumbency, he wrote 5 19 of the I, I 06 
opinions handed down by his Court. 
He did not go with the tide of public opinion or the course of 
politics. Often his opinions were contrary to both, but he continued 
to build, patiently, logically, courageously. His sense of duty is epito-
mized at the time of the trial of Aaron Burr, which he conducted 
fearlessly in spite of the intense feeling of the public and the national 
administration against the defendant. In the conduct of that case, as a 
Circuit Justice, he said: 
That this court dares not usurp power is most true. That this court dares 
not shrink from its duty is not less true. No man is desirous of becoming 
the peculiar subject of calumny. No man, might he let the bitter cup pass 
from him without self reproach, would drain it to the bottom. 
And he did his du ty in that case, unpopular though it was. 
He lived with this conviction throughout his long career. When 
his work was done and he passed away in Philadelphia on July 6, 
1835, in the eightieth year of his life and the thirty-fifth of hi Chief 
Justiceship, he was acclaimed by friend and foe alike as a man of 
virtue and great accomplishment. 
His long-time friend and illustrious associate, Joseph tory, said 
of him: 
Chief Justice Marshall was the growth of a century. Providence grants 
such men to the human family only on great occasions to accomplish its 
own great end. Such men are found only when our need is the greatest. 
His proudest epitaph may be written in a line - "Here lies the expounder 
of the Constitution." 
The people of Philadelphia accorded him a hero's farewell, and 
as his body was borne along the streets to the dock for transmittal to 
his beloved Virginia, the Liberty Bell tolled from the belfry of Inde-
pendence all. Then a strange thing happened. A great cleft ap-
peared in the side of the bell, and like Marshall's voice, it too became 
still forever. It was taken down and placed in the Hall. It remains 
there today for all to see - the symbol of our liberty - while the 
memory of John Marshall abides with all of us as that of "The great 
Chief Justice," and "The Expounder of our Constitution." 
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Conferring 
of 
Honorary Degrees 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
Mr. Robertson: 
The Honorary Degrees will now be conferred. 
PRESIDENT CHA DLER: 
Mr. Rector, I have the honor to present for the Honorary Degree of 
Doctor of Laws 
LORD GODDARD 
he Lord Chi f Justice of England. 
Jurist, criminologist, emissary of good will, wise counsellor on weighty 
and difficult matters. 
Lord Goddard has climbed by his own merit to th high st runos of 
the ladder of judicial decision and administration. 
As a Law Lord he has contributed to the science of jurisprudence as 
legislator, analyst, reformer, and judge, especially in that most 
important qnd very human field of the criminal law. 
He has faithfully s rved his country and humanity as president of the 
Court of Criminal Appeal. 
He has been an exemplar of high honor, infinite diligence, and im-
partial justice. 
As a profound student of the Law he has been honored by the univer-
sities of three nations. 
Beloved by bench, bar, and the common man, he has always been 
eager to serve his fellows, and between nations has been a dis-
peller of misunderstanding and consolidator of the best in each. 
RECTOR: 
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors, 1 
hereby confer upon you the Doctor of Laws of the College of William 
and Mary in Virginia. 
PRESIDENT CHANDLER: 
Mr. Rector} I have the honor to present for the Honorary Degree of 
Doctor of Laws 
EARL WARREN 
The Chief Justice of the United States 
Doctor of Jurisprudence, student, gentleman, leader of men. 
Earl Warren by a combination of rare ability, deep understanding, and 
incessant work has distinguished himself in many fields of public 
service. 
A native Californian, he served his State admirably as Attorney Gen-
eral, and later as Governor for a decade. 
He fulfilled the duties of these public offices with such renown as to 
be honored by his selection to the highest judicial post in the 
United States of America. 
He has approached the great problems of our time with a conscientious 
and exerted endeavor, with equity and judiciousness. 
His devotion to his fine family is a shining example of the best in 
American family life. 
The eternal quest for justice is the guiding star of his life. 
RECTOR: 
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors} I 
hereby confer upon you the Doctor of Laws of the College of William 
and Mary in Virginia. 
PRESIDENT CHANDLER: 
Mr. Rector, I have the Iwnor to present for the Honorary Degree of 
Doctor of Laws 
JESSIE BALL DuPONT 
Patron of higher education, philanthropist, business executive. 
A noted Virginian, she is a descendant of renowned Virginians. 
A generous, zealous, and discriminating patron of culture, art and edu-
cation, she has been the benefactrix of innumerable worthy youth, 
who without her bounteous generosity might otherwise have been 
denied the opportunity of college education. 
Her chief pleasure in life is helping the deserving. 
Efficient and practical, she is no less kind and gentle. 
Her personal interest in those she has helped has been a constant in-
spiration to them. 
With every reason for pride, she is modest and unassuming. 
Hers are the rarest endowments of mind, and the warmest affections 
of the heart. 
RECTOR: 
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors, I 
hereby confer upon you the Doctor of Laws of the College of William 
and Mary in Virginia. 
Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker 
BENEDICTION 
1I:E peace of God which passeth all understanding keep your hearts 
and minds in the knowledge and love of God and of his son Jesus 
Christ our Lord, and the blessing of God Almighty, the Father, the 
Son, and the Holy Ghost be amongst us and remain with us always. 
AMEN. 
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Afternoon Session 
ROUND TABLE DIS CUSSION 
Theme: The New Tax Law and the Role of the Lawyer, 
Accountant, and Tax Administrator 
ClUlirman 
HONORABLE T. COLEMA A DREWS 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
~~~ 
Honorable T. Coleman Andrews 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
As you all know, we have a new Federal Revenue Code; it was 
enacted by Congress at the session recently closed and made law by 
the signature of the President on August 16, 1954. 
The new Code represents an almost complete rewrite of the income 
tax law and includes substantial provisions of some of the other ele-
ments of the ation's revenue system. It represents the first major 
revision of the income tax laws since taxation of income was made 
lawful by constitutional amendment, and the first modern income 
tax law was adopted, in 1913. 
A great deal of work went into this revision, and it would mak 
an interesting session just to tell you about how big a job this was; 
but that is not the purpose of our being here. However, most of the 
men here on this platform had a good deal to do with the revision . 
So you at least see before you some of the leading actors in the drama, 
if I may call it that. 
The member of the panel who had most to do with the revision , 
Mr. Kenneth W. Gemmill, was an Assistant to the Secretary of the 
Treasury, with the principal duty of heading up the staff of experts 
who were assembled to do the ,rewriting job. But I hasten to assure 
you that it was not just a job of rewriting; it was a pretty tough job 
of creative writing, based upon voluminous research, meticulous study 
of thousands of suggestions, and almost innumerable conferences. 
Such was Mr. Gemmill's job. But I should add that he proved to 
be the kind of man who took things in stride with such ease that he 
also found time to act as Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue 
Service for several months and did so without slighting either job. 
However, it is about his primary job that I want to say that in all 
of my observations of men in Government I have never seen a man 
who accomplished so much so well as Mr. Gemmill did in the time 
that he spent with us. His was a monumental undertaking, and it 
was superlatively well done in the best tradition of American public 
service. 
Mr. Gemmill will discuss the new Code from a standpoint of its 
development and policy objectives. 'f. 
The next member of the panel who will address you will be Mr. 
Norman A. Sugarman, one of the Assistant Commissioners of Internal 
Revenue. Mr. Sugarman is in charge of the Service's Technical 
Division. It has been a part of his responsibility to work closely with 
Mr. Gemmill, and I can say of him as one of the members of my staff 
that he has done for the people of our country an outstanding job in 
an extremely difficult position, for it is his Division that must issue 
the rulings upon disputed questions. 
Perhaps I should say that at the moment he has an even more 
difficult task in that it is now his job to supervise the writing of the 
regulations to explain what the provisions of Mr. Gemmill's law mean. 
But Mr. Sugarman is a very foresighted man. He and his people 
started to work on those regulations just about the time Mr. Gemmill 
and his staff started the revision. 
Mr. Sugarman, therefore, will discuss the administrative implemen-
tation of the new tax law. 
Then, there is Mr. Daniel A. Taylor, Chief Counsel of the Internal 
Revenue Service. The rewriting of the law, and the drafting of the 
regulations explaining it, were pretty well under way when Mr. Taylor 
joined us last winter, but he was an old hand in the Chief Counsel's 
office, having served there for some fourteen years in the not very 
distant past. 
The Chief Counsel's office also has had a very important p~ut in 
both the rewriting .of the Code and the rewriting of the regulations. 
Thus, the team of Gemmill, Sugarman, and Taylor has been a pretty 
important one, and they have worked harmoniously and effectively 
together with a total of more than fifty groups at work on various 
aspects of the revision when the job was in full swing. 
~The text of Mr. Gemmill's remarks is, unfortunately, not available. 
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Mr. Taylor will address you on the lawyer's role in tax administra-
tion under the new Code, with particular reference, of course, to the 
career lawyer in the Government service. 
Of course, when you get down to talking about a revenue law that 
is going to make taxpayers out of about 65 million people, it im-
mediately becomes obvious that there are going to be a lot of disputes 
between the taxpayer and the Government, a lot of people are going 
to be required to negotiate the settlement of those disputes, and some 
of the disputes just are not going to be settled by negotiation, where-
fore they will have to go to court for adjudication. 
We have been very fortunate in this country in the development 
of a large body of tax practitioners and in having a judicial system of 
such scope and flexibility that it could accommodate itself easily to 
the complexities of a revenue system such as that required by a coun-
try that had achieved the very pinnacle of industrial, commercial, and 
financial development among the nations of the world. 
The Federal tax practitioners of the country include many cate-
gories of people. It probably will come as somewhat of a surprise to 
many of you folks in the audience that at the tax-filing periods of 
each year thousands of school teachers get into it and render a valuable 
service to the Revenue Service in assisting taxpayers with the prepara-
tion of their returns. There are other categories, of course. But the 
two upon which the principal burden of tax practice falls are those 
composed of certified public accountants and lawyers. 
The former are represented here today by Mr. J. S. Seidman, 
Chairman of the Committee on Taxation of the American Institute 
of Accountants, which is the national organization of certified public 
accountants. In addition to being one of the ation's foremost tax 
practitioners, Mr. Seidman also is a prominent writer on tax matters. 
He also is a member of the advisory committee that counsels with the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue from time to time, as required, 
and I can assure you that that has been often. 
This committee includes three certified public accountants, three 
lawyers, and four corporate tax executives. As you might suspect, this 
Advisory Group was formed in order that we might be sure to know, 
as to everything we do, how the tml.rpayer, his representatives, and 
the people on the other side of the table generally probably will view it. 
Mr. eidman will speak to you on the implications of the new Code 
to the accounting profession. * 
Now we come to the courts. The gentleman who will handle this 
end of the discussion, Honorable Edgar J. Goodrich, is not currently 
·The text of Mr. Seidman's remarks is, unfortunately, not available. 
a judge, though you can see from just looking at him, and will, I am 
sure, be convinced the moment he begins to talk, that he is most 
eminently qualified to discuss the new Code from the standpoint 
of its implications to the courts. However, I want to point out that 
Judge Goodrich's great distinction as one of the very able and excep-
tionally well-known lawyers of the country includes a term as a 
member of The Tax Court of the United States; wherefore, his title 
of judge is a legitimate one and well deserved. 
Next, you will hear from Mr. Joel Barlow, a prominent attorney of 
Washington and a tax practitioner of great eminence throughout the 
Nation. While Mr. Barlow is not a member of our Advisory Group,. 
I can tell you that one reason he is not is that when the group was 
formed he was going through the throes of recovering from a broken 
back, and I just didn't have the heart to insist upon his undertaking 
this additional duty. However, I must say that I have imposed upon 
him extensively from time to time and owe him no less a debt of 
gratitude for his invariable good advice than I do to the duly con-
stituted members of the Advisory Group. 
Mr. Barlow will discuss the implications of the new Code to the 
legal profession. 
Finally, we come to that aspect of the matter which probably would 
not occur to most people; namely, the matter of the relationship be-
tween the Internal Revenue Service and the Tax Departments of 
the States. To discuss this aspect of the matter, we have called upon 
the beloved and nationally known and respected Tax Commissioner 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia, Honorable C. H. Morrissett. 
Mr. Morrissett also enjoys the distinction of being known as "Judge." 
I confess that, notwithstanding an intimate acquaintance with him of 
more than thirty years' standing, I have never really known whether 
he ever was a judge or not. However, I do know that he is a distin-
guished lawyer and, in my book, one of the Nation's most eminent 
State Tax Commissioners. 
I have often said that I would consider myself a successful Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue if I could honestly feel, upon relinquish-
ing the office, that I had turned in a job comparable to that which 
has been done by Judge Morrissett here in Virginia from the very 
day that he took office when the State Tax Commission was created 
in 1927. 
Judge Morrissett is a modern counterpart of the kind of public 
official that gave the Commonwealth of Virginia its high distinction 
early in the history of our Nation. 
Judge Morrissett will discuss Federal-State relationship under the 
new Code. 
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Norman A. Sugarman 
Assistant Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
THE ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE NEW TAX LAW 
JUST as the tremendous task of legislative revision of the internal 
revenue laws required the cooperative and untiring efforts of many 
groups both inside and outside the Government, so the administrative 
implementation of the new tax code will require the cooperation and 
assistance of all who have responsibility under our system of tax 
administration. The responsibility is not solely that of a small group 
in Washington or of only the Internal Revenue Service employees. 
Under our system, taxpayers and tax practitioners are important parts 
of our tax machinery, and we who have the immediate responsibility 
for development of the administrative procedures under the new law 
look to them for very valuable assistance in the task that lies ahead. 
In many ways the administrative implementation of the new Code 
is as large a task as the drafting of the legislation itself. This stems 
from the fact that the Congress has given us a charter which now 
must be given meaning and effect for some 65 million taxpayers in 
all walks of life. The revision of the Code, therefore, provides both a 
challenge and an opportunity to the tax administrator. 
The administrative implementation of the new Code is a challenge 
because of the tremendous task of implementing a law which is a 
basic revision of our tax statutes and which must provide the financial 
life blood of this country in the tremendous amount of over 60 billion 
dollars a year. It is an unusual challenge because this administrative 
implementation requires immediate action. There are many pro-
visions of the new Code that are retroactive to January I, 1954, in the 
sense that the tax will be levied on income derived in 1954. There are 
also provisions that are effective immediately upon enactment of the 
new Code. which occurred on August 16 of this year. And then there 
are provisions which become effective in ]955' Accordingly, the rev-
enue machinery - including that part which taxpayers themselves 
must play - must be geared to give effect to these changes so that 
when the tax day comes taxpayers will not only recognize their obliga-
tions but also be able to realize the benefits of the new law which the 
Congress intended. 
The administrative implementation of the new Code also presents an 
opportunity to the tax administrator. This is the unusual opportunity 
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of being able to make a fresh start in the administration of many parts 
of our internal revenue laws. It is true that the new Code is not 
entirely new because many provisions are carried over from the old 
law. Also valuable experience under the old Code is not intended 
to be discarded. On the other hand, the new Code gives us an 
opportunity for prescribing new rules and for developing interpreta-
tions and clarifications right at the outset of the application of the law 
- all to the end of immediately creating a body of reasonable rules 
and goodwill that will provide for an effective and efficient tax system 
for the years to come. In other words, it is an opportunity for the tax 
administrator and the tax paying public to get off on th right foot 
and to prevent to the extent possible the years of controversy and 
dispute that have been the experience in the past. 
In evaluating our ability to meet this challenge and opportunity, we 
must look at the size of the task that faces us because size is an im-
portant factor in how much and how quickly we can accomplish our 
goals of reasonable administration. 
One way of looking at the size of the administrative task is to view 
it much as we would in a business with a new product. 
First, we must examine our market and the characteristics of our 
customers. Under our tax system we are dealing with approximately 
59 million individual taxpayers. There is a large group of some 48 
million who are primarily wage earners with income of less than 
$5,000. Then there is a sizeable group of individuals with business 
incomes. These total about 9 million. There is a third category of 2 
million individuals who have nonbusiness income over $5,000. 
Our customers also have other characteristics. There are about 800,-
000 corporations filing returns. And then there are estates, trusts, 
partnerships, non-resident aliens and citizens abroad to mention some 
of the most important. 
In addition, there are other special characteristics. There are old 
people, and there are also taxpayers who will be concerned particularly 
with the deduction for child care expenses. There are those concerned 
with the credit for dividends. There are also those whose tax will be 
withheld from their wages. And then there are farmers and those 
engaged in other types of specialized occupations. 
After learning as much as we can about our customers, we can then 
turn to the question of how best to assist them. This includes hrst of 
all preparation of tax forms and instructions so that the taxpayers can 
help themselves. Over 200 tax forms of various kinds must be pre-
pared or revised. Over 800 million tax blanks of all kinds will be 
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printed and distributed. The problem of distribution of income tax 
returns to practically every home in the country presents an under-
taking of major proportions. 
The tax blanks and instructions of course are not enough. There 
are also instructional pamphlets of various sorts that must be prepared, 
such as the circulars on employment taxes to be withheld on wages 
paid to household help. 
For the more complicated areas of application of the tax laws there 
are regulations and other guide materials that must be issued. Major 
regulations of the Internal Revenue Service govern the income tax, 
excise taxes, estate tax, gift tax, employment tax, alcohol and tobacco 
taxes and the administrative and procedural portions of the internal 
revenue laws. 
There are two basic types of regulations. First, there are those that 
may be said to be regulatory because they provide rules, as required 
by the statute, with which taxpayers must comply if they are to receive 
certain tax benefits. An example is the regulations on consolidated 
returns which supplement the statute by providing the basic rules 
for tax computation on consolidated income. Then there are the inter-
pretative types of regulations which state the official interpretations 
which taxpayers are advised the Revenue Service will follow in the 
audit of returns. 
In addition to regulations, the Revenue Service issues guide ma-
terials in various forms. These generally take the form of revenue 
rulings which are published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin. Under 
the present policy of the Internal Revenue Service, all advisory rulings 
that are issued to taxpayers and to District Directors of Internal 
Revenue are considered for publication in the Internal Revenue 
Bulletin. The purpose of the publication program is to make available 
to taxpayers and examining officers the answers to their tax problems. 
This policy will be continued as rulings are issued under the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 in order that the views of the Service on new 
problems may be made available as soon as pOSSible. 
There is also the matter of training Internal Revenue personnel. 
Our "sales force" must be guided and instructed to be able to explain 
and assist taxpayers in fi ling their returns and in the determination 
of their tax liabilities. T his is particularly important because we are 
providing a public service and because voluntary compliance on the 
part of all taxpayers is so important under our tax system. There are 
about 52,000 internal revenue employe s most of whom will have 
some contact with the public in connection with the Internal Revenue 
Code, whether it is a matter of explaining some of the complex pro-
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visions or in the processing of returns at a new filing date. Accord-
ingly, internal revenue procedures must be geared to new provisions 
involving not only the technical determination of tax liability but also 
the processes of assessment and collection. 
he Internal Revenue Code provides a new subtitle in which the 
administrative provisions for the application and enforcement of the 
tax laws have been collected. This provides in one place the basic 
rules for filing returns, assessing taxes, collections and other basic 
aspects of revenue administration. It is particularly important that 
the best use be made of the opportuni ty afforded by revised and 
clarified procedures for improved tax administration. 
Finally, ther is that aspect of tax administration which is concerned 
with the role of the tax practitioners. Tax practitioners are a very im-
portant part of our tax machinery. They are an arm of the Revenue 
Service in the explanation of the tax laws and in the determination 
of tax liability. 
My remarks may be summarized by referring to the two basic in-
gredients in the responsibility of the tax administrator in implementing 
the new Code. The first is the development of the program to do the 
necessary job ahead and the second is the attitude with which the 
implementation of the Code must be approached. 
T he Revenue Service's program for im~lementation of the Code 
includes the huge task of revision of all tax forms, the prompt issuance 
of regulations, the training of personnel, the issuance of guide material 
to clear up points of difficulty, and working with the tax practitioners 
and others who will provide not only advice but the benefits of their 
experience to make the new rules under the Code practical and 
reasonable in application. 
Our attitude in approaching the task of implementation rests on 
two basic criteria : The first is to give effect to the intention of Con-
gress. The second is to work with taxpayers to make the new Code 
an instrument for a better tax system. 
With these basic ingredients, we believe that the Revenue Service 
is now geared to derive from the challenge and opportunity of the new 
Code the benefits of a greatly improved tax system. In this we cannot, 
of course, be alone. We desire and we invite suggestions from all tax-
payers and particularly from our associates who are tax practitioners. 
You may be assured that, although we may not always agree with you, 
we shall certainly give consideration to your every suggestion. 
, , , 
Daniel A. Taylor 
Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service 
, 
THE LAWYER S ROLE IN TAX ADMINISTRATION 
UNDER THE NEW CODE 
My discussion shall be restricted to the role of the Chief Counsel 
and his staff in tax administration under the new Code. That you may 
have a better understanding of my comments I shall attempt to identify 
the official status of the Chief Counsel and say a word about his 
functions. 
The Chief Counsel is an Assistant General Council of the Treasury 
Department who acts under authority delegated to him by the General 
Counsel with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. Generally 
speaking he serves as counsel for the Commissioner and his staff in 
the administration of the tax laws. His functions include rendering 
opinions involving the interpretation and application of the laws and 
representing the Commissioner in tax litigation to which he is 
nominally a party or directly interested. He also makes recommenda-
tions to the Treasury Department for needed changes in the revenue 
laws and reviews and prepares regulations and Treasury Decisions. 
Upon the enactment of tax legislation the Treasury Department 
has the responsibility for promulgating regulations which, in brief, 
set forth that Department's interpretations of the legislative enact-
ments. The initial drafting of the regulations is undertaken more or 
less as a joint enterprise of the Service and of the Chief Counsel. 
However, it is the responsibility of the Chief Counsel's office to 
review and finally approve all proposed regulations before they are 
presented to the Treasury Department for adoption and publication. 
The regulations state in rather general terms the position which that 
Department takes in the application of the respective provisions of 
the statutes for the guidance of those charged with the administration 
of the tax laws and the public generally. 
Provisions enacted into the new Code to clarify or amend old pro-
visions will require a re-examination and in most instances a restate-
ment of the positions taken on problems both settled and unsettled 
which arose under the old law. Other provisions which introduce new 
subjects into tax legislation will require original interpretations with 
little guidance to be found in the reports of Congressional Committees 
in some instances. Practically the entire body of the regulations will 
need reconstruction. This is by far the most comprehensive drafting 
project ever undertaken by the Treasury Department. 
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Since the posltlon taken in the regulations reHects the Treasury 
Department's interpretation of the intent of Congress, drafting the 
regulations is essentially a problem of statutory construction. In doing 
so, the drafters of the regulations must be guided by the rules and 
principles of statutory construction which are no different from those 
followed in construing the statutes generally. The regulations are not a 
substitute for the statutes, though the courts in construing the statutes 
sometimes adopt the interpretation placed upon an ambiguous statute 
by the regulations, if that interpretation appears reasonable. Accord-
ingly, in such instances the regulation has the force and effect of law. 
While the 1954 Code introduces numerous changes into the law, 
its provisions stem from a core of well-defined and settled principles of 
federal taxation which furnish considerable aid in construing the statu-
tory changes. Accordingly, the drafters of the regulations will not be 
dealing entirely with totally strange problems. Even so, it is not 
anticipated that their solution will always be acceptable to those ad-
versely affected. On the contrary, disputes will arise for the courts 
to settle. 
Regulations being more or less general in scope do not undertake 
to cover the many possible or even probable questions involving the 
construction or application of the statutes which will arise during the 
course of administering the law. Once the regulations are promulgated 
the Service and the Chief Counsel's office anticipate a great number 
of requests for rulings on tax problems not specifically covered by the 
regulations. These problems will involve not only the application of 
the regulations to stated facts but also statutory interpretations as well. 
When such requests involve new questions of substantive law or the 
application of the law and regulations to unprecedented factual situa-
tions, they are referred to the Chief Counsel for his opinion. In this 
manner the regulations will be clarified and their application extended 
from time to time. 
In drafting regulations and Service rulings there is ever present the 
danger of extending the statutes in favor of the revenue beyond the 
legislative intent, thereby usurping the functions of the Congress. 
That danger is to be avoided as far as possible without jeopardizing 
the collection of all the revenue lawfully due. 
f ., ., 
Edgar J. Goodrich 
Attorney, Washington, D. C. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW CODE 
TO THE COURTS 
I T is just my bad luck to be scheduled to talk about the Courts and to 
have in the audience the Chief Justice of the United States. But, Your 
Honor, I shall ask your indulgence, assume your permission, and pro-
ceed with my remarks despite your presence. 
To those unacquainted with administrative and legal procedures in 
tax matters, it will seem very odd, but the fact is that this new Code, 
which is the product of so much time, thought and effort, and which 
has received so much nation-wide publicity, will have no immediate 
impact on the Courts. 
1"hat is because there is a long lag between the dme a dispute arises 
between a taxpayer and the Government, represented by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, and the day that dispute is called for 
hearing and judicial determination by a ourt. For example, the 
latest issue of the official reports of the ax Court of the United States 
contains decisions in cases involving years as early as 1931 , although 
the greater number involve years in the late 1930'S and early 1940'S. 
Now suppose one of these current decisions is appealed to one of the 
United States Circuit Courts of Appeals having jurisdiction; add on 
at least another two years before that decision is handed down. And, 
if the case reaches the Supreme Court of the United tates - which 
accepts very few tax cases, incidentally - another two years may 
elapse before there is a final decision in the matter. 0 you see, the 
Courts are operating under the old law and will so continue for at 
least the next five years. 
THE COURT'S JOB 
What part do the Courts play in the administration of the revenue 
laws - the collection of taxes? A most important and decisive part. 
Speaking generally, their job is to adjudge controversies between tax-
payers and the Government; to determine the correct liabilities of tax-
payers, whether individual, corporate, estate, trust, association, or 
other entity. 
Such controversies require the making of findings of facts - and, 
often, the facts are in dispute - and the determination of what specific 
provisions of the law are applicable to the issues in the case. Fre-
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quently, the Courts must decide whether the Regulations, which the 
Commissioner's interpretation of the revenue acts and are issued as a 
guide both to taxpayers and the Government's representatives, lay 
correct rules within the meaning of those acts. 
And the Courts must determine what the law really says and means. 
Where Congress has written clearly - which is not too often - the 
problem is not difficult. Where the Congressional intent is not plain 
from the provisions of the statute, the Courts must make extensive 
research into the Committee reports and records of Congressional 
debate and then decide what Congress intended to say. That is diffi-
cult, but not insuperable. However, sometimes the Courts decide, not 
what Congress did say, or what it intended to say, but what the judges 
think Congress should have said. That constitutes judicial legislation, 
which is a very bad thing and which frequently requires remedial 
legislation. 
Of course, a fundamental task of the Courts is to determine whether 
the legislation Congress has enacted is Constitutional. We don't hear 
much reference to the Constitution these days, except the Fifth 
Amendment to it, but the old document is still there and Constitu-
tional questions are not infrequent in tax cases. 
THE COURTS WILL ALWAYS BE BUSY 
The Commissioner, and my brothers who have preceded me on 
this program, have told you something of the careful planning, the 
deep studies, the long debates, and the close writing, the conscientious 
work which has been contributed by intelligent, experienced and fine-
spirited public servants to the production of this new Code. I honor 
them for it. They have told you of some of the inequities and com-
plications of the old law which have now been corrected by this new 
compilation. I am glad they have been. But let me reassure you 
lawyers in the audience, and those of you who hope one day to be 
members of the Bar: the draftsmen, skillful as they were, haven't put 
us out of business. Nor will the Courts close down. The new Code 
contains many provisions under which controversies between taxpayer 
and Government will arise and which eventually wHl require judicial 
determination. Without being technical, let me give you an illustra-
tion or two. 
For instance: both the Senate and House Committee reports state 
unequivocally that in determining the estate tax on life insurance 
proceeds and the value of a reversionary interest, Section 2042 pro-
vides rules essentially the same as prescribed in Section 2037 - which 
deals with transfers effective at death. Now that sounds delightful -
concise, simple and compact. The only difficulty is that Section 2042 
is completely silent on the subject. So, there's a further job for the 
Courts. They must determine whether Congress inadvertently omitted 
language in one section, or inadvertently included that language in 
the other section - what did Congress mean to do, anyway? 
Again, in an area having to do with corporate reorganizations-
which is technical and difficult at best - the House had suggested a 
series of mechanical, mathematical "rules of thumb" destined to 
eliminate a number of uncertainties under existing law. The Senate 
thought any effort to formulate precise rules would create more 
problems than it would solve and suggested that any such problems 
could "appropriately be disposed of by judicial decisions or by regula-
tion within the framework of other provisions of the bill." So - an 
open invitation for the Commissioner to write some new regulations 
which the Courts will have to pass upon, of course, and an open 
assignment to the Courts to determine whether the mathematical 
yard-stick suggested by the House is of any significance in future 
controversies. 
One more example, and I'm done: this one is of particular interest 
to lawyers for it involves the deductibility of their fees. Section 2 I 2 
allows the deduction of expenses, including legal fees, incurred "in 
connection with the determination, collection or refund of any tax." 
That's broad language. Does it cover fees charg d for estate planning 
- which is an attempt to determine a tax in advance? The Committee 
reports say that the quoted language "is designed to permit the de-
duction by an individual of legal or other expenses paid or incurred 
in connection with a contested tax liability." But the statute doesn't 
say so, and one day the Courts will have to decide whether an expense 
of the kind I've mentioned is deductible. 
It seems apparent that the new Ccxle, however skillfully drafted, 
does not relieve the Courts of their task of interpreting Congressional 
language and determining the CongreSSional intent so that the rules 
may be defined, both for the government and the taxpayer, as to the 
many facets of the involved business of taxation. And, fortunately 
for this nation, we may fully expect that the Courts will go about the 
task in the future in the same honest and objective way they have in 
the past and by which they have built up over the past thirty years 
or so the great body of tax law we have today. 
f f f 
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Joel Barlow 
Attorney, Washington, D. C. 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW REVENUE CODE 
TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION 
1I:E tyranny of the clock in trying to cover this subject in ten minutes 
must, I would imagine, be somewhat comparable to the tyranny of 
the Royal Governors we have been hearing so much about in the past 
few days during these interesting Commemoration Ceremonies. Per-
haps, however, this presents an excuse for being just a little dogmatic 
in some of my comments on the new Code and its implications. 
I can say lightly, but with some sadness in my heart, that to a 
lawyer who lived with the old Code for twenty years it means the 
loss, as some one has said, of a vested intellectual interest in the tax 
provisions we all knew by heart and number. It has already been 
suggested today that the balm out of Gilead is that taxpayers are also 
divested and uprooted and will need a great deal of advice - at least 
for a time. All of the lawyers on the platform will agree that this is a 
slander on a much maligned and misunderstood segment of the 
profession. 
Strange as it may sound, and talking a little more seriously, a tax 
lawyer's interest lies deeper than this law practice. By training and 
interest he is concerned that there be good laws in form and concept 
and that there be continuing constitutional limitations to protect 
minorities from majorities and the citizen from the state. These are 
the real reasons why we were anxious for changes in the old Revenue 
Code and welcome the new. 
Contrary to the impression which might have been gleaned from 
some of the critical analyses of the new Code and statements which 
are being made in tax forums throughout the country by the people 
who authored the old Code and have an acute pride of authorship, the 
new Code represents a great advance over the old, both in content and 
construction. Contrary to what the authors and defenders of the old 
Code may say, the Treasury, the tax writing Committees and their 
Staffs did not confuse activity with accomplishment. It is not perfect; 
it is 'not the consummation devoutly to be wished; but it is a real 
landmark in the program of tax legislation and a start in this area 
toward government by laws and not by men. 
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Right here I should like to pay tribute to the Government officials 
on the platform who contributed so effectively of their time and 
knowledge and made this long overdue revenue revision a reality. 
Perhaps I can best suggest the implications of the 1954 Code to the 
legal profession by a few quotations from great lawyers (including 
those we honor in these Commemoration Ceremonies) who had the 
misfortune to leave the fertile valley of practice for the rarified 
judicial air on the more barren mountain tops. 
Mr. Justice Hand of the Second Circuit describes the confusion of 
the old Code in these words: 
In my own case the words of such an act as the Income Tax, for example, 
merely dance before my eyes in a meaningless procession: cross-reference to 
cross-reference, exception upon exception - couched in abstract terms that 
offer no handle to seize hold of - leave in my mind only a confused sense 
of some vitally important, but successfully concealed, purport, which it is 
my duty to extract, but which is within my power, if at all, only after the 
most inordinate expenditure of time .. .. 
Lest there be any doubt as to the usual objectivity of this great Judge, 
I would like to illustrate his point by reading to you Section 23(P) 
of the 1939 Code. I cannot resist this bit of rebuttal to the criticism 
which has been leveled at the new Code: 
( I ) GE ERAL RULE. - If contributions are paid by an employer to or 
under a stock bonus, pension, prollt-sharing, or annuity plan, or if com-
pensation is paid or accrued on account of any employee under a plan 
deferring the receipt of such compensation, such contributions or com-
pensation shall not be deductible under subsection ( a) but shall be de-
ductible, if deductible under subsection ( a) without regard to this sub-
section, under this subsection but only to the following extent: 
Mr. Justice Jackson in United States v. Karhriger, 345 U . S. 22 
( 1953) gave us a warning that if the direction of tax legislation and 
administration did not change, our whole system of self-government 
might break down. In this case he said: 
The United States has a system of taxation by confession. That a people 
so numerous, scattered and individualistic annually assesses itself with a 
tax liability, often in highly burdensome amounts, is a reassuring sign of 
the stability and vitality of our system of self-government. What surprised 
me in once trying to help administer these laws was not to discover ex-
amples of recalcitrance, fraud or self-serving mistakes in reporting, but to 
discover that such derelictions were so few. It will be a sad day for the 
revenues if the good will of the people toward their taxing system is 
frittered away in efforts to accomplish by taxation moral reforms that can-
not be accomplished by direct legislation. 
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Again, in dissenting in another Supreme Court tax case, he said, 
in commenting on the oft quoted rule that "Men must turn square 
corners when they deal with the Government," that 'There is no 
reason why the square corners should constitute a one-way street." 
We are all familiar with the famous warning of Chief Justice 
Marshall: "The power to tax is a power to destroy," and we may 
remember, also, the reassurance Mr. Justice Holmes tried to give us 
in his famous comment on Chief Justice Marshall's statement that 
"The power to tax is not the power to destroy while this Court sits." 
And finally we have the interesting observation of the great Sir William 
Blackstone in his Commentaries that "when properly taxed [a citizen], 
contributes only, as was before observed, some part of his property, in 
order to enjoy the rest." A taxpayer today in the 9 I per cent tax bracket 
might well wonder under this test whether he is properly taxed when 
he contributes 9 I per cent in order to enjoy 9 per cent. 
One wonders whether we can rest on the assurance of Mr. Justice 
Holmes when we consider that the Constitutional protection and limi-
tation on the taxing power intended by the organizers of our Govern-
ment was to a very considerable extent nullified in the adoption of the 
Sixteenth Amendment. Hedged in by the Sixteenth Amendment, can 
the Supreme Court today sit, as Justice Holmes observed, to curb the 
destruction of the power to tax? 
Or have we come to the juncture where, in contemplating the 
power under the Sixteenth Amendment, we join in the following 
thought expressed by Mr. Justice Marshall in a letter to Mr. Justice 
Story, the manuscript of which is in the library of the College of 
William and Mary in Virginia: 
"I begin to fear that our constitution is not to be so long lived as its real 
friends have hoped. What may follow sets conjecture at defiance. I shall 
not live to see and bewail the consequences of these furious passions which 
are breaking loose upon us. Yours affectionately, 
J. MARSHALL." 
With this background of thoughts which are better than mine, what 
are the implications of the new Revenue Code? 
(I) It slows down the trend in tax legislation and administration 
of the 1930'S and 1940'S toward the disregard of property and per-
sonal rights which threatened our self-assessment system, described by 
Justice Jackson as "taxation by confession." 
Marshall, Wythe, and Blackstone repeatedly admonished that good 
law is acceptable law, that destruction is inherent, particularly in bad 
tax law, and that when properly taxed, a man contributes part of his 
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property to enjoy the rest. The 19')4 Code has slowed the trend. It 
probably can only be reversed with a change in rate structure. 
Only a fraction of the 984 pages of the new Code would be re-
quired to collect the revenues if the rate structure could be made 
acceptable to the taxpayer so that he did not feel compelled to alleviate 
his pains through avoidance and evasion. 
(2) It offers some hope to the business community and the minority 
of property holders that the Sixteenth Amendment will not be the broad 
avenue to socialism and a change in our traditional economic and 
political institutions and concepts. 
Just as it marks a change, it also disappoints the fellow travelers 
and Marxists who have always urged a steeply graduated income tax 
and a confiscatory death tax as the sure way to the panacea of socialism 
and communism. 
(3) It marks a move toward good law as distinguished from bad. 
law in structure and concept under accepted theories of justice in 
dealing with the citizen taxpayer. There is better, although not perfect, 
draftsmanship, and sections like 23(P) of the 1939 Code, which I 
quoted to you a few minutes ago, are gone. 
(4) It has a new and healthier philosophy of taxation and law. 
The philosophy of the new law has been well stated and explained by 
Under Secretary Folsom in his recent address before the American 
Management Association. It is concerned with humanity - the widow 
and the worker - and with economic realities - the profi~ motivation 
in the individual and the corporation. 
('») It makes possible a better administration of the tax laws. The 
unfair and punitive provisions of the Revenue Acts of the 1930'S and 
1940'S could not be fairly, justly, or proudly administered by any 
revenue official. The result was tax administration under men and 
not laws, and in many areas by political hacks, a number of whom 
were stranded on the bar of justice after the recent investigation. In 
the public mind the tax collector was an enemy instead of an official 
doing his duty. Tax avoidance and evasion under an unfair law could 
be rationalized by the angry and weak just as bootlegging was ra-
tionalized under another unacceptable law - prohibition. The self-
assessment system nearly broke down in 1937 and was rickety in 
other years, not only because of confiscatory rates and punitive pro-
visions but also because of concepts like the undistributed profits tax, 
the arbitrary taxation of capital under T.D. 4422 and the reorganiza-
tion provisions, the impossible burden of proof under Section 102, 
and the subjective tests of provisions imposing a tax on purpose and 
what went on in a man's mind. 
We have had able and devoted men in the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, but their opportunities for doing an effective job and attracting 
able personnel were limited. Only recently have we had a trained, 
professional man at the head of the Revenue Service, and he would 
not be there except for the change in concept and philosophy of the 
new Administration which gave us the new Internal Revenue Code. 
(6) Being a better law, it will raise the level of tax controversy be-
yond petty haggling and horse trading and perhaps attract more and 
better lawyers to the tax bar. Although this is an admission against 
interest, the giants in the earth and in the profession have not often 
been tax lawyers. To the scholarly young lawyer who was assigned to 
tax work, it was something less than a challenge and more like banish-
ment to Siberia. I have no doubt that the William and Mary Law 
School with its new emphasis on taxation will also make a great con-
tribution in improving the quality of the tax bar. 
I have been genuinely concerned, and yet often amused, at the 
controversy which has been going on between tax lawyers and ac-
countants because of their preoccupation as to which profession is to 
do the aforesaid "petty haggling and horse trading" which has been 
necessary under the old tax laws. I cannot help but believe that better 
laws will minimize tax controversy and the zeal of the more un-
enlightened members of these professions in vying for this work. 
There is a proper function for each, and it will be more clearly 
delin ated under better tax laws. 
And this is my final point: (7) Being more fair in its provisions 
and concepts, the 1954 Code should produce less litigation, thus 
minimizing, as I have said, these controversies and alleviating the 
burdens of judges and the crowded dockets of the courts. Tax cases 
have become more numerous than prohibition cases were in earlier 
years, and to some extent for the same reason - non-acceptability by 
the citizen. One-third of all pending cases in the Tax Court involve 
tax fraud. Perhaps with the improved Code there will be less fraud, 
and judges can be concerned with more important matters than the 
depreciable life of a gadget or widget or whether a corporate execu-
tive's compensation is reasonable when he receives more than the 
President or even a judge! 
These are some of ~he implications to the legal profession which 
occur to me in the ten minutes I have this afternoon. You will gather 
that I am encouraged and optimistic about this long overdue beginning 
on the revision of our tax structure. 
C. H. Morrissett 
Virginia State Tax Commissioner 
FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONSHIPS 
AFFECTED BY THE NEW CODE 
1I:E existing dominant position of the' United States in the matter of 
revenue-raising as among our three levels of government, Feder~l, 
State, and local, directs our attention to the topic assigned me, to-Wlt, 
Federal-State Relationships Affected by the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954. 
Everything that is done by the Congress of the United State~ in 
fiscal matters affects the States and their localities in some fashlOn. 
Our taxpayers support all three levels of government and receive serv-
ices from all three levels. Therefore, if we may be permitted to use a 
homely expression, we may say that these three levels of government 
and our taxpayers all find themselves in the same boat. There are 
relationships between and among them - there is a common interest; 
there is interdependence. 
Generalities, however, do not bring us to grips with the specific 
topic assigned. For Federal-State relationships have existed ever since 
the Constitution of the United States went into effect. Our specific 
question is: How are those relationships affected by the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954? 
The over-aU effect of the new Code is to reduce Federal taxes to 
some extent. There is a limit to taxable capacity'. Consequently, any 
lessening of the Federal tax burden that can be wisely effectuated is 
not only welcome to the taxpayers who are benefited thereby but is 
also welcome to the tates because the position of the States is 
strengthened thereby; and all of us stand for indestructible States in 
an indestructible Union. ("The Constitution in all it provisions looks 
to an indestructible Union composed of indestructible States," Texas 
v.White, 7 Wall. 700, 726.) 
A majority of the tates are net income tax States. orne allow 
Federal income taxes without limitation as a deduction from gross 
income in computing net income for tate tax purposes; others, in-
cluding Virginia, do not allow this deduction at all. The income tax 
revenue of the States allowing this deduction is always lessened when-
ever Federal income taxes are increased, and it is always enhanced 
whenever Federal income taxes are decreased. Therefore, the de-
creases in Federal income taxes brought about by the enactment of the 
new Code will benefit the States allowing Federal income taxes as a 
deduction from gross income in preparing State income tax returns. 
The fundamentals of all net income tax laws are the same: Gross 
income as defined; deductions as permitted; personal or family exemp-
tions as allowed; rates of tax on net income subject to tax; who must 
file returns; time for filing; place of filing; time or times for payment 
of tax; penalties for non-compliance. 
In and beyond these fundamentals there are innumerable differ-
ences or variations in details so that perhaps the net income tax laws 
of no two jurisdictions are ever exactly the same. 
These details of internal construction in the case of an income tax 
law are of the utmost imponance since they Vitally affect the tax-
payer's tax bill and correspondingly the revenue yield of the tax. 
The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 operates principally in this 
broad field of details in internal construction. The changes are numer-
ous and some of them are of particular interest to the net income 
tax States. 
In the early years of the current Federal income tax era, beginning 
in 1913 as a consequence of the ratification of the Sixteenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States, the Federal income tax 
was a mere baby, but war, depression, war again, and feared war, 
caused this baby to grow into a giant of unprecedented proportions, 
so that today and for many years last past, the Federal income tax has 
been dominant in the revenue-raising field of all government in this 
country. 
This position of the Federal incom!,! tax law has caused many States, 
in amending old State income tax laws, or in enacting such a law 
for the first time, to conform their laws to the Federal law in some im-
portant particulars. States taking this course have recognized the 
advantages. of uniformity from the viewpoint both of the taxpayers 
and of practical tax administrators. In more recent years especially, 
various net income tax States have paralleled comparatively new Fed-
eral provisions which seemed to find a permanent and an acceptable 
place in the thinking of tax students. 
The Internal Revenue Code will have a material effect on this 
paralleling process, which, however, does not necessarily mean com-
plete and literal paralleling. The new Code makes material changes in 
some of the particulars that have been the subject of paralleling, and 
introduces a few entirely new features which very probably will be 
paralleled by some of the net income tax States. Indeed, it is said that 
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Arizona and Georgia already give working mothers favorable treat-
ment of the kind now found in the Federal law for the first time and 
known as child care expenses. 
The legislatures of most of the States will meet in 1955. Virginia 
is one of the few States whose legislatures meet biennially in the even-
numbered years. 
Legislatures of the net income tax States, when they convene, pre-
sumably will consider conforming their State income tax laws to 
some of the new Federal changes. A notable example is the further 
liberalization of the deduction for medical and dental expenses. And 
those States which copied the old Federal 3 per cent rule for taxing 
annuities will probably desire to abandon it. Virginia has never had 
the 3 per cent rule for taxing annuities, but it did parallel the Federal 
law on the deduction of medical and dental expenses before the present 
change, and perhaps our General Assembly, when its meets in 1956, 
will consider the desirability of bringing this paralleling up to date. 
Increasing the percentage of allowable contributions, in the case 
of individuals, to conform to the qualified increase written into the 
Federal law by the new Code, may not receive the support in State 
legislatures generally that it received in the Congress, because the 
State rates are low. Virginia still adheres to the straightout limitation 
of 15% of one's adjusted gross income and did not increase this to 
20% when that change was made in the Federal law. 
Only about seven States allow net operating loss carry-over and 
these seven do not include Virginia. The carry-back and carry-over 
feature of the Federal income tax law, now liberalized by the new 
Code, has its just foundation, as is true with respect to various other 
features of the Federal law, in the high rates of taxation. 
Outstanding interest has been evidenced in the new dividend pro-
visions of the Federal law, not because any great relief is immediately 
in prospect for Federal income taxpayers, but because the new divi-
dend provisions recognize a principle held in high esteem in many 
quarters. States now practicing the double taxation of dividends, as 
the practice is popularly but loosely called, may find it advisable to 
review their policy in this regard. Virginia is not one of these States. 
The time at my disposal does not permit me further to discuss the 
topic assigned. Many other matters of interest could be mentioned 
involving Federal-State relationships and the influence of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 on the States. For example, the changes in 
the dates for filing Federal returns may cause legislative action to be 
taken in various States to change the time for filing State income tax 
returns and State gift tax returns. 
he new Code is a monumental work, a significant step in the 
right direction, accomplishing general improvement in form and sub-
stance, and all who had part in its preparation and enactment are 
entitled to the thanks of their countrymen. 
~ ~ ~ 
Mr. Andrews 
CONCL UDING REMARKS 
Wel1, ladies and gentlemen, there we have it! We have told you 
how the new Code came into. being, how it will be implemented, how 
it will affect the practitioners who will administer it, how it will affect 
the courts, nnd how it will affect Federal and State relations. 
I hope that the session has been useful in giving you a better under-
standing of how tax laws are created and how they are administered, 
and I regret that time is not sufficient to permit our undertaking to 
. answer at least a few of the questions that we had hoped we might 
b able to entertain. 
And so, thanking you collectively and individually for your attention 
and for the very fine reception that you have given these outstanding 
and distinguished gentlemen of the panel and myself, I now declare 
the meeting adjourned. 
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Evening Session 
HONORABLE LOYD WRIGHT 
President of the American Bar Association 
Presiding 
Dudley W. Woodbridge 
Dean of the Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
INTRODUCTION OF PRESIDING OFFICER 
I HAVE the privilege and the honor of introducing our presiding offi-
cer, Loyd Wright. Mr. Wright is from Los Angeles, California; he is 
a graduate of the University of Southern California; he has taught 
law there; he has practiced law for years; he has served on many com-
missions; he is a sportsman; he has been President of the California 
Bar Association, and he now holds the highest office in the gift of the 
profession - namely, President of the American Bar Association: The 
Honorable Loyd Wright who will preside this evening . 
., ., 
Honorable Loyd Wright 
President of the American Bar Association 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
President Chandler, Honored Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
., 
W. are met at this great and venerable University - this cradle 
of so much of American history and of American tradition - to ob-
serve the beginning of the two-hundredth anniversary year of the birth 
of John Marshall, to celebrate the one hundred seventy-fifth anniver-
sary of the establishment of the first professorship in law in an 
American university, and to mark the creation of a chair of taxation 
at this college. In a broader sense, we have come here to do honor to 
the m mories of three great men of law : John Marshall, George 
Wythe, and William Blackstone. 
I am grateful for the opportunity to join in these ceremonies as the 
repres ntative of the American lawyer, and to acknowledge on behalf 
of my profession our debt to this worthy triumvirat. It would be 
difficult to find in the pages of history three men to whom the lawyers 
of this country owe more. To John Marshall we are everlastingly in-
debted for his wisdom, energy, and devotion in giving life to the ideals 
expressed by the authors of the Constitution; in forging from a cluster 
of divided states a unified and powerful nation, and for engendering, 
by his habit of forthright and conscientious judgment, that respect for 
law under which the legal profession has 80urished. To George Wythe, 
first professor of law in the Unit d States and father of the traditions 
of scholarship which still mark the best in legal education, the Ameri-
can lawyer owes the debt of his training. He it was who first em-
phasized the lawyer's duty to render public service . His teachings 
long controlled, through his long list of illustrious students, the policies 
of this great republiC. And to Sir William Blackstone, occupant of 
the first chair of law in the English-speaking world, there is due from 
the Bar its perpetual gratitude for his lucid and concise Commentaries. 
through which he instructed not only Chief Justice Marshall and 
Chancellor Wythe, but generations of American lawyers and judges, 
in the techniques of law and in the m anings of representative con-
stitutional government as well. 
In honoring Marshall, Wythe, and Blackstone, and in rededicating 
the Anglo-American Bench and Bar to the traditions of representative 
constitutional government, we do honor also to a principle which 
those preeminent figures served in the course of their diverse careers. 
This principle underlies the Anglo-American concept of justice and 
orderly government, and has been variously put into words. Our 
guest, Professor Goodhart, in his lectures on "English Contributions 
to the Philosophy of Law" has termed it, with more grace and pre-
cision than I can muster, the "philosophy which taught us that the 
ruler is bound by the law, that gOY rnment is a trust for the people as 
a whole and is not the absolute right of those in power." Blackstone 
propounded this philosophy in his Commentaries, and he is as much 
remembered for his devotion to the rights conferred by the Common 
Law and for his theories of the limitations upon th~ power of the 
crown as for his statement of decided legal propositions. The adoption 
of written con<;titutions in the United States served to emphasize this 
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idea of the rule of law, or government of laws and not of men. It was 
George \Nythe, in Commonwealth v. aton, who first announced 
the power of the judiciary to nullify a legislative act which contra-
vened a written constitution . Some six years later, in the Virginia 
convention called to consider the ratification of the Federal Constitu-
tion , John Marshall argued that the Federal Judiciary would exercise 
such a power, in order to still the fears of unlimited central govern-
ment entertained by opponents of the Constitution. And later, as 
hief Justice, Marshall asserted and established this power of judicial 
review over both the L ational and State legislatures and over the 
acts of the execu tive as a part of the system of checks and balances 
of the Federal system preserving the place of the Judiciary as a sep-
arate and coordinate branch of governmen t. This doctrine is inherent 
in our system of governmen t chieRy because of the devotion to funda-
mental principles of the men we honor here today. 
The strong ties between England and the United tates touch 
almost every dspect of ollr national cultu res. Vie share a common 
tongue, a common li terature, and common ideals. But the closest of 
our ties lies, I think, in the heritage of legal traditions which we share . 
he strength of these bonds is revealed in the career of one of our 
honored guests this even ing, the Honorable Arthur ehman Goodhart. 
Born and educated in the Un ited States and still retaining his American 
citizenship, Professor Goodhart has pursued his life work primarily in 
England . He was assistant corpora tion counsel of e\v York 1915-
1917, a captain in the United States Army 1917-1919. In 19 19 he 
first became a lecturer in law at ambrido-e University, and then for 
twenty years professor of jurisprudence at Oxford. He is now profes-
sor emeritus and master of University College, Oxford - T he first 
American to be head of an O xford College. It was at Oxford that 
Blackstone prepared his Commentaries which so profoundly affected 
the course of lrlw in the United States, and while the American legal 
profession has suffered by the loss of Professor Goodhart, we may find 
consolation in the knowledge that he h as been tak n in repayment 
of our debt to Oxford and to England. 
Professor Goodhart is the author of a number of books in the fields 
of jurisprudence and legal h istory, and is the editor of the Law 
Quarterly Review. {is many publications include Essays in Juris-
prudence and the Common Law, Precedent in English and Continen-
tal Law, The Government of Great Britain and English Contributions 
to the Philosophy of Law. In public life he has served upon several 
committees for the revision of the laws, and has been honored by being 
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named Queen's Counsel, Knight Commander of the Order of the 
British Empire, and a Fellow of the British Academy. It is my pleasure 
and I have the honor to present, The Honorable Arthur Lehman 
Goodhart. 
f f f 
Dr. Arthur L. Goodhart 
Master of University College, University of Oxford 
, 
BLACKSTONE S CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
WHEN we are celebrating the anniversaries of great men we do so 
not merely to pay a pious tribute to their memory, but also to obtain 
from the lessons they have taught us some guidance for the future. 
This is true to a marked degree of the contributions made by Sir 
William Blackstone, George Wythe and John Marshall to the con-
ception of constitutional law, for it is, I believe, in their interpretation 
of law and of government that we find a true picture of liberty under 
the law. It is here that the dividing line is drawn between Western 
civilization and the totalitarian doctrine of the State. 
It is almost exactly two hundred years since Blackstone, before his 
election as Vinerian professor, delivered his first lecture on English 
law in Oxford in Michaelmas term, J 754, but his words are as true 
and as important to us today as they were to the audience to whom 
they were first addressed. 
In the address of congratulations from the University of Oxford 
which I had the honor to read this morning Cicero's famou.s words 
were quoted: "We are the slaves of the law in order that we may be 
free." His aphorism, which is familiar to all of us, has played an 
important part in the history of political thought, but, when we come 
to analyze it, we find that it expresses only a half-truth. This is hardly 
surprising, for it would have been dangerous for Cicero to be more 
precise during the turbulent days in which he lived. Like so many 
other ideas, he had borrowed his conception of law from Aristotle, 
the greatest of all political philosophers. It may be of interest to refer 
at the College of William and Mary to the Greek philosophy because 
it has been said that the Athenian genius for political thought has 
been equalled only once in the history of the world, and that was 
when a small group of Virginians living in a community not much 
larger than Athens, were the authors of the American Constitution. 
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That Greek conception of political liberty accepted the principle that 
there can be no liberty without law, but Aristotle pointed out in Book 
IV of his Politics that it is only law of a special nature which can 
achieve that great end. It is in the law which binds the magistrates, 
i.e., all the public officers of the State, that true freedom lies. Perhaps 
that can be best expressed by paraphrasing Cicero's aphorism in these 
words : "The magistrates of the State must be slaves of the law in 
order that we may be free." There can be no liberty without law, as 
Cicero said, but it must be a law which binds those who exercise the 
powers of government. It is this idea, as I shall try to show, which 
links the names of William Blackstone, George Wythe, and John 
Marshall. 
It was this conception of the relationship between law and liberty 
which runs like an ever-recurring motif through the four volumes of 
Blackstone's Commentaries. He begins by boasting that England is: 
A land, perhaps the only one in the universe, in which political or civil 
liberty is the very end and scope of the constitution. This liberty, rightly 
understood, consists in the power of doing whatever the laws permit; it is 
only to be affected by a general conformity of all orders and degrees to 
those equitable rules of action, by which the meanest individual is pro-
tected from the insults and oppression of the grea test. 
Today we accept, throughout the English-speaking world, the view 
that civil liberty is the end of government, but it was a comparatively 
novel idea in the 18th century, and it is denied in large parts of the 
globe today. 
Blackstone, who was a typical Englishman in his suspicion of 
abstract ideas, was not content with generalities concerning law and 
freedom : his purpose was to sho\", how they worked in practice in 
the three branches of govemmental power, (a) the judicial, (b) the 
executive, and (c) the legislative. 
Today we ·regard the independence of the judiciary as an essential 
part of free government, but this principle had only been established 
fifty years before Blackstone b gan his lectures in 1754 by the Act of 
Settlement of 170 I which made the judges practically irrevocable. But 
although Blackstone welcomed their independence as an essential 
part of the Constitution, he emphasized that the judges were them-
selves bound by law. They were "the living orad s who must decide 
in all cases of doubt, and who are bound by an oath to decide accord-
ing to the law of the land." H e realized that in a limited sense judges 
do, of course, make law, and he approved especially of the great con-
structive work done by his friend Lord Mansfield in the field of com-
merciallaw, but this was a legal and not of a political character. What 
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he abhorred was the idea that in the administration of the law or in 
its interpretation a judge should be influenced by reasons of State. 
Unfortunately some of his succ ssors were more influenced by political 
considera tions during the period of the apoleonic wars; if it had not 
been for the great courage of their advocate, Thomas Erskine, later 
Lord Erskine, the three defendants in the treason cases, - Hardy, 
Horne ooke and T helwall, - would probably have been hanged. 
T he totalitarian doctrine that judges are not bound by the strict law 
in cases where State interest may be affected would have been 
anathema to Blackstone, for he regarded the due administration of 
justice as the highest of all State interests. Responsibility for that 
justice rests as heavily on the Bar as it does on the judges, for it is the 
advoca te's duty to see that his client, however guilty as he may seem 
to be or however disreputable may have been his conduct, receives a 
fair trial under the law. There is an equal duty on the advocate who 
app ars for the prosecution . "They are the advocates of the King," 
said Blackstone, "who, in all criminal prosecutions is , the representa-
tive of the people, and both the king and the country must be better 
satisfied with the acquittal of the innocent, than with the conviction 
of the guil ty. H ence in all criminal prosecutions, especially where the 
prisoner can have no counsel to plead for him, a barrister is as much 
bound to disclose all those circumstances to the jury, and to reason 
upon them as fully, which are favourable to the prisoner, as those, 
which are likely to support the prosecution." I believe that this funda-
mental rule of English practice, which no pros cuting barrister can 
disregard at the imminent risk of being disbarred, is a major reason 
for the success of nglish criminal procedure, for the jury knows that 
it can rely on the fair presentation of the prosecution's case. 
When we turn to the control by the law of th Executive, i.e. the 
King and his ministers, we see again that for Blackstone there was no 
liberty wi thout such control. During the seventeenth century the Eng-
lish Civil War had been fought so that the King's prerogative powers 
should be limited, but it vvas not until the Habeas Corpus Act was 
enacted in 1679 that full protection was given against arbitrary arrest. 
Blackstone described this Act as the second "Magna Carta of the 
Kingdom," and he pOinted out that "if once it were left in the power 
of any, the highest, magistrate to imprison arbi trarily whomever he 
or his officers thought proper (as in France it is daily practiced by 
the Crown) there would soon be an end of all other rights and im-
munities." How sound Blackstone's judgment was has been proved 
to us in the most terrible way during the past thirty years. To him 
the difference bet'vveen liberty and tyranny was marked by the few 
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hundred arbitrary arrests in France: we now think in terms of millions 
of people deliberately murdered or rotting to death in concentration 
camps. or is it only in the totalitarian countries that the threat to 
liberty exists, for throughout the world there is a tendency on the part 
of executive officers, especially the police, to disregard the legal pro-
visions which it is their duty to enforce. By breaking the law in their 
official capacity they are, as Blackstone pointed out, violating not only 
the rights of the individual m mbers of society, but the constitution 
of the society itself, for the constitution depends on the due enforce-
ment of the law. 
Finally Blackstone had to consider the question whether the legis-
lature could ever be controlled by the law. Today that idea is readily, 
acceptable, especially in a federal state such as the United States, but 
in the eighteenth century it was almost inconceivable. evertheless 
Blackstone did not ascribe to Parliament that omnipotence which nine-
teenth century European political philosophers regarded as an essential 
part of every nation-state. It is, of course, true that he recognized that 
the law courts were absolutely bound to enforc all statutes properly 
enacted by the legislature, for "if the Parliament will positively enact 
a thing to be done which is unreasonable, I know of no power in the 
ordinary forms of the constitution that is vested with authority to 
control it." But - and this but is all -important, - he held that Parlia-
ment is itself bound by the law until it is altered. T his is true in par-
ticular of the "law and customs of Parliament" which are framed so 
as to ~uard against arbitrary action. I must read Blackstone's words 
in full , for I believe that they have played an important part in in-
Buencing American constitutional thought: 
The law of parliament is part of the general law of the land, and must 
be discovered aud construed like all other Jaws. The members of the respec-
tive houses of parliament are in most ins~ances the judges of that law; 
and like the judges of the realm, when they are deciding upon past laws, 
they are under the most sacred obligation to enqu ire and decide what 
the law actually is, and not 'what, in their will and pleasure, or even in 
their reason and wisdom, it ough t to be .... They ought never to forget 
the admonition of that great and patriotic chief justice Lord Holt , viz. that 
the authority of parliament is from the law, and as it is circumscribed by 
law, so it may be exceeded; and if they do exceed these legal bounds and 
authority, their acts are wrongful, and cannot be justiSed any more than 
the acts of private men! 
If Parliament violated the basic principles of the constitution it was 
acting in an invalid manner even though no one could stop it from 
doing so. At that time Rousseau was speaking in France of the voice 
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of the people being the voice of God, and he was ascribing absolute 
sovereignty to a mystical general will. Blackstone realized that such 
absolute power, uncontrolled by the law, would be a form of tyranny, 
whether it was in the hands of the few or of the many. He said: 
It was a known apothegm of the great lord treasurer Burleigh, "that 
England could never be ruined but by a -parliament"; and, as Sir Matthew 
Hale observes, this being the highest and greatest court, over which none 
other can have jurisdiction in the Kingdom, if by any means a mis-
governmerit should any way fall upon it, the subjects of this kingdom are 
left without all manner of remedy. To the same purpose the president 
Montesquieu, though I trust too hastily, presages, that as Rome, Sparta, 
and Carthage have lost their liberty and perished, so the constitution of 
England will in time lose its liberty, will perish: it will perish, whenever 
the legislative power shall become more corrupt than the executive." 
It was this conception of government, controlled in all its parts by 
the law, which formed the foundation of the American constitution. 
It was this doctrine which George Wythe taught as a professor in this 
College, and which he later expressed as a judge in his opinion in 
Commonwealth v. Caton in 1782. He asserted the right of the court 
to resist an unconstitutional act of the legislature, for, as he said, it is 
its duty "to protect one branch of the legislature, and, consequently, 
the whole community, against the usurption of the other." It was this 
idea which John Marshall expressed in Marbury v. Madison more 
than a generation later in 1803 when he held that Congress was 
bound by the Constitution, and could not disregard that basic law. 
It is true, of course, as I have said, that in Great Britain, the courts 
cannot declare an Act of Parliament to be unconstitutional, but this 
does not mean that the members of Parliament can act in an arbitrary 
manner. They are bound by their own law of Parliament, and they 
are bound by certain basic principles which they cannot disregard. 
When we are speaking of constitutions we are speaking not of theories 
but of facts, and it is a fact that the fundamental common law rights 
of freedom from arbitrary arrest, freedom of speech and of thought, 
freedom of religion, and, - most important of all - the right of self-
defense against all official acts that are not authorized by the law, -
are as firmly protected by the British Constitution as they are by the 
American one. 
It is in this idea that we find the greatest contribution which the 
English-speaking peoples have made to political thought. I do not 
think that it is unfair to say that during the past 150 years Great 
Britain and the United States have been the only two great nations 
which have consistently recognized the ssential nature of political 
liberty as founded on law, with the result that their systems of 
government have been able to survive, substantially unchanged, 
throughout seven generations. 
In his lectures Blackstone emphasized that political liberty, as he 
understood it, could easily be lost if the people were not vigilant in its 
defense. He placed a speCial duty of care on the members of the bar, 
and he pOinted with pride to the fact that they had never b trayed 
the trust that had been placed in them. He also claimed that the 
Universities should teach law as a science, because, as Aristotle had 
said, "the knowledge of the laws is the principal and most perfect 
branch of ethics." It is in that spirit that we ought to rededicate our-
selves to the ideals expressed by Blackstone and Marshall. The closing 
words of the Commentaries are an eloquent expression of that faith: 
The protection of THE LIBERTY OF BRITAIN is a duty which they owe 
to themselves, who enjoy it; to their ancestors, who transmjtted it down; 
and to their posterity, who will claim at their hands this, the best birth· 
right, and noblest inheritance of mankind. 
I believe that, although it is two hundred years since these words 
were first spoken, it is still true to say that this ideal of the liberty of 
Britain, - and of the United States, - is the noblest inheritance of 
mankind. 
Mr. Wright: 
INTRODUCTION OF JUDGE DAVID A. PINE 
Our next speaker exemplifies the American Judiciary at its best. 
A native of the District of Columbia, Judge Pine served with the 
Department of Justice and engaged in private practice until '934, 
when he accepted a call to serve as Chief Assistant United States 
Attorney for the District. He became United States Attorney for the 
District in 1938, and his record as an able and aggressive prosecutor 
led to his unanimous nomination by his fellow members of the District 
of Columbia Bar when, in 1940, a vacancy occurred in the Bench 
of the District Court. H is service upon that Bench has been marked 
by more than the usual number of difficult and important cases, all 
of which he has decided with wisdom and fairness. Certainly one 
of his most simi{icant decisions was rendered in 1952 in the case of 
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company v . Sawyer, better known as 
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the "Steel Seizure Case." As you recall, the President had ordered 
Government seizure and operation of the Nation's major steel mills 
in order to prevent a crippling strike. In considering the di(ftcult 
question of the validity of the order, Judge Pine must have shared 
the feelings of Marshall when he said of the trial of Aaron Burr, 
"That this court dares not usurp power is most true. That this court 
dares not shrink from its duty is not less true. No man is desirous 
of placing himself ina disagreeable situation. No man is desirous of 
becoming the peculiar subject of calumny. No man, might he let the 
bitter cup pass from him without self-reproach, would drain it to the 
bottom. But if he has no choice in the case; if there is no alternative 
presented to him but a dereliction of duty or the opprobrium of those 
who are denominated the world, he merits the contempt as well as 
the indignation of his country who can hesitate which to embrace." 
Judge Pine did not hesitate; true to the traditions of our Federal 
Courts his conscience and his convictions dictated his course. His views 
were subsequently vindica.ted by a(ftrmance in the United States 
Supreme Court. His courageous and forthright opinion was hailed 
by the N ew York Times as "the most precise and ~rmest restraints on 
executive power that have been stated by a Federal court in our 
history." In that opinion, Judge Pine revealed his dedication to the 
principles of Marshall, of Wythe, and of Blackstone, and his devotion 
to the traditions of liberty of the English and American Bench and 
Bar, when he said of an argument advanced to support the seizure, 
"1 am obliged to say that the statements do not comport with Q1,rr 
recognized theory of government, but with a theory with which our 
government of laws and not of men is constantly at war." 
It is both an honor and a pleasure to present to you a responsible, 
courageous, and independent member of the Federal Judiciary, the 
Honorable David A. Pine, Judge of the District Court for the District 
of Columbia. 
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Judge David A. Pine 
United S tates District Court for the District of Columbia 
"REMOVE NOT T AE ANCIE T LANDMARK" 
You have been surfeited with speeches. Words! Words! More 
words! And if words be tyrants, you have indeed become their liege 
subjects by remaining throughout the day, although in a slightly 
modified sense from that intended by the author of that expression, 
or my recollection of it. But perhaps it is good training, and designed 
to put you in condition so to speak, for President Chandler has in-
formed me that today's proceedings are but a prelude to a series of 
programs during the ensuing year, rededicating the Bench and Bar 
to the traditions of representative Constitutional Government. Indeed, 
he has asked me to select a topic bearing some relation to that general 
theme, and one which might serve as a basis for further discussion . 
That would seem to give me wide latitude, but I take it he means a 
discussion on the Constitution. 
And I am happy that he asked me to speak on the Constitution , 
because that is a speaker's paradise. Although innumerable volumes 
have been written and countless words have been spoken concerning 
it, the Constitution seems never to pall, and, I am glad to say, insures 
audience interest, regardless of the speaker. Small wonder that I ac-
cepted your kind invitation with such eagerness, as I was provided, so 
to speak, with a captive audience. And there is another reason, a 
secret reason! Lawyers and judges are peculiarly susceptible to the 
temptation of a discourse on the Constitution. 
Of course, one has to be selective in a discussion of the Constitu-
tion, because even that great document has a limit to its antidotal 
capacity to resist audience boredom; and selection generally. presents 
difficulties on account of its many faSCinating possibilities. 
But here I have an added burden. Admiral Chandlel; has also 
stipulated that my topic must be of "broad interest to the layman as 
well as to ... the legal profession." Apparently the layman comes 
first, but my topic must be suitable for both. And that presents an 
almost insuperable obstacle, for no lawyer worthy of the name, at least 
none of my acquaintance, certainly no member of the faculty or 
graduate of this institution, would admit to a status beneath that of 
an expert on the Constitution, in court or out. The lawyer generally 
acquires that distinction at graduation, or shortly before, and never 
questions his title. How, then, may I say anything of interest to a 
man of his scholarship which would be within the meager under-
standing of the layman? And by the same token, how may I say any-
thing of interest to the layman which would be other than common-
place to my learned former brother at the bar? I have no answer to 
these questions, and the two conditions seem to be mutually exclusive, 
but I have not allowed the obstacle to stand in my way and have 
come before you nevertheless, in the hope, perhaps born of optimism, 
that what I shall say will be of some interest to the layman 'and .not 
too shallow for polite attention of the expert. 
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And in casting about in my mind for some phase of the general 
subject which perhaps is not too shopworn, it occurred to me that you 
might be interested in an analysis of the mental state of the men who 
assembled in Philadelphia to salvage something from the wreckage 
of the Articles of Confederation - a sort of psychoanalysis without 
therapy or need for therapy, if I can use the term in that non-technical 
manner, for Heaven knows that those giants needed no therapy. In 
other words, what emotions gripped them? What dominated their 
thinking and their actions? What were their compulsions? 
Of course, such an analysis will have to be based on what they said 
and what they did in the light of their background and surrounding 
circumstances. It cannot be comprehensive, as such an inquiry would 
add another volume to the sagging shelves, and indeed I know that 
you will be glad to hear that I am not prepared for any such under-
taking. My text, therefore, if I need one, might be, "By their fruits, 
ye shall know them," and at the end I shall be orthodox and point a 
moral, if you will permit. 
These men will have to be considered collectively, and not indi-
vidually, as their achievement was collective, and individual con-
sideration would be beyond the scope of my remarks. Indeed, what 
I have to say might not be wholly applicable to each one and might be 
more applicable to one than to another. With a few exceptions, 
notably Jefferson, John Adams, and Patrick Henry, who were absent, 
they constituted the leading citizens of the erstwhile colonies. Lawyers 
predominated, although there were a number of doctors, educators, 
bankers, merchants, and others in attendance. There were some who 
had served as soldiers in the Revolution, and a number who had 
signed the Declaration of Independence. Six were members of the 
Continental Congress of '774. Six were signers of the Articles of 
Confederation, one of whom had drawn it, forty-three had been 
members of the Continental Congress, and two had been presidents 
of the Congress. 
They were men of deep learning, scholarly attainments, and wide 
experience in statecraft. They had been brought together under a 
Resolution passed by the expiring Congress under the Articles of 
Confederation, for the purpose of "revising" the Articles. The govern-
ment established by it had utterly failed, because of its weakness. 
The country was in a desperate condition. Radical measures were 
being agitated. The French revolution was just around the corner, 
and its spirit was in the air. The currency was of uncertain value. 
Credit was practically nil. Life, liberty, and property were not safe. 
Chaos was imminent. 
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With their background and under those circumstances, I have no 
hesitancy in saying that fear dominated them, and that the object of 
their fear was first a lack of government. Before them loomed dis-
union, disorder, and anarchy, which in my evaluation produced pro-
found fear in their hearts. This would seem to be obvious. 
On the other hand, I think the record shows that thev had a com-
peting fear, equally consuming and tending to counter;ct the other. 
They knew that to remove the fear of lack of government, it was 
necessary to establish one of sufficient strength to cope with the situa-
tion, and that equated strength on a national scale which was far 
from palatable. They were devoted to their local self-governments, 
and they had distrust and hatred for absentee authority. The list of 
grievances in the Declaration of Independence is ample evidence of 
this, and they "vere fearful that a strong federal government might. 
in time, produce a counterpart for that which the sacrifices of the 
Revolution had sought to destroy. They feared it would be an instru-
ment of tyranny, despotism, and oppression; and my conclusion that 
they were possessed by this fear can be found, as I shall later show, in 
the Constitution of the United States, without looking elsewhere. 
And so, when they assembled in Philadelphia, as they later said : 
"to form a more perfect union," ignoring the mandate of the Resolu-
tion appointing them to "revise" the Articles of Confederation, which 
incidentally could not be amended except by unanimous vote of all 
the States, it is my view that collectively they were controlled by fear, 
or more accurately, two competing, incompatible fears : a fear of gov-
ernment and a fear of a lack of government. Nevertheless, with such 
dismaying premise, and actuated by such warring emotions, a miracle 
was performed, and by a strange and unique adventure in the science 
of government they did the impossible - they reconciled the irrecon-
cilable, they squared the circle. In the oft-repeated words of Glad-
stone, they forged "the most wonderful work ever struck off at a given 
time by the brain and purpose of man." They found a formula by 
which the hard-won freedom of the people and the sovereignty of 
the States could be preserved and at the same time a formula by which 
a national government of sufficient strength to provide order and 
security and perform national functions could be created. 
In their plan of government, they took the totality of sovereign 
power residing in the people, a theory on which there was no disagree-
ment, and vested a portion of it in the United States, reserving the 
remainder to the States and the people, a distribution, but not an 
equal distribution, of sovereign power. They made the United States 
supreme in its national sphere, without detracting from the supremacy 
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of the States within their respective state spheres, except for the im-
position of several restraints deemed necessary in the national interest 
or for the protection of individual or property rights, for xample, the 
restraint upon the States against the passing of any bill of attainer, 
ex po t facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contract. They 
thereby formed a duality of sovereignty within the same orbit, a de-
vice, I believe, without exact historical precedent. 
They created the United States as a sovereignty, and granted it 
those powers considered necessary for the proper conduct of national 
functions, but they granted no more than necessary, and thereby 
lessened its capacity for harm to the States and the people whose 
powers were only diminished to the extent of those granted away or 
prohibited. And then, to make assurance doubly sure, the people, 
when it came to ratification, apparently entertaining the same fear, but 
probably more fervently than that which actuated the delegates to the 
Convention, insisted on the incorporation of the Ninth and Tenth 
Amendments, which provided that the enumeration of powers in the 
Constitution were not to be construed to deny or disparage the others 
retained by the people, and that the powers not delegated or pro-
hibited were reserved to the States or to the people. 
ext, as showing the fear of tyranny and despotism incident to the 
creation of a strong central government, I cite to you the first eight 
amendments to the Constitution. As you know, they guarantee free-
dom of religion, speech, and press; secure the people against unrea-
sonable searches and seizures; require indictment in felony cases; 
forbid a person to be compelled to be a witness against himself; and 
prohibit the deprivation of life, liberty, or property without due process 
of law, along with the other restraints for the protection of rights in-
herent in free men. hese are all restraints placed upon the Federal 
Government, not upon the States. Could anything more eloquently 
demonstrate the fear alluded to than these amendments which were 
so uppermost in the minds of the people that it was necessary to agree 
to add them formally to the Constitution in order to be sure of its 
ratification? And if this fear was in the minds of the people, is it not 
reasonable to presume that it was in the minds of the delegates who 
represented them, but felt that the amendments were unnecessary 
because the Constitution itself was so scrupulously careful to enum-
erate and delimit the granted powers? 
No, fearful of wrongful or excessive exercise of such powers as 
were necessarily granted to the Federal Government, the founders 
diluted their strength by distributing them among three departments 
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of government: the legislative, executive, and judicial. In this they 
were probably influenced by the teachings of Locke and Montesquieu, 
particularly the latter, who advocated some separation of powers as a 
measure of safety, and also by the historical excesses of monarchs 
and parliaments when powers were concentrated in one. They there-
fore granted the powers because of necessity, but weakened their 
exercise by distribution; and as a further safeguard, in certain cate-
gories they set up a system of additional checks by one branch of the 
government against another. For example, the treaty-making power 
of the executive is conditioned on the concurrence of two-thirds of 
the Senate present; the appointive power of the executive in specified 
cases requires the consent of the Senate; the law-making power of the 
legislative is subject to the veto of the executive, which again is subject 
to circumvention by two-thirds of the votes of both houses, and 
although not expressly provided therein, implicit in the language 
granting the judicial power is its power to nullify acts of either of the 
other branches and of the States which go beyond or are in contra-
vention of the Constitutional authority. This was made certain by the 
historical opinions of Chief Justice Marshall, to whose memory we 
do honor today. Even within the legislative branch alone, there is a 
similar check in the creation of two houses of Congress, which con-
vincingly shows the fear of government, including a fear of govern-
ment by an unbridled democracy as well as a fear of king or parliament. 
There are many other road blocks, some express and some implicit 
in the practical operation of government, growing out of this fear of 
government because of tyranny and despotism always inherent therein 
unless curbed. But I shall not elaborate the point further, and shall 
pass on to several quotations on the subject. 
The first is from Washington's farewell address, in which he said : 
"The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate the powers of all 
governments in one, and thus to create, whatever the form of govern-
ment, a real despotism." 
The second is from the forty-seventh paper of the Federalist written 
by Madison, where he stated: "The accumulation of all powers, legiS-
lative, executive and judicial, in the same hands, whether of one, a 
few, or many, whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may 
justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny." 
The third is from John Adams, who was not a delegate to the Con-
vention because of his absence abroad as envoy to Great Britain, but 
whose views can surely be considered as a reflection of those who were 
present. In Volume I of his Works, at page 186, he wrote : "It is by 
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balancing one of these three powers against the other two that the 
efforts in human nature toward tyranny can alone be checked and 
restrained and any degree of freedom preserved." 
I shall not call other witnesses, although many more are available, 
but rest on what I have said to establish that fears of the kind I have 
described dominated the delegates. The marvel is that this experiment 
in government, novel in so many respects, has worked so efficiently 
that this nation is now the envy of the rest of the world. tarting as 
a weak, struggling, uncertain group of states calling themselves a 
union, it has been transformed into the most powerful of all nations. 
Instead of thirteen debt-ridden colonies emerging into statehood after a 
devastating war for independence, there are now forty-eight sovereign-
ties, strong and robust, some virtually empires in themselves, two terri-
tories, the District of Columbia, and possessions beyond the seas. 
Instead of a population of four million inhabitants, there are now 
forty times that number. Instead of a national wealth too insignificant 
to evaluate, it is now estimated at close to a thousand billion dollars; 
and the legal basis for this phenomenal accomplishment, and the legal 
basis for the protection of your most priceless possessions - your life, 
your liberty, and your property - is that single parchment document 
containing some four thousand words emanating from those inspired 
men who assembled in Philadelphia in the summer of 1787. 
Now, what is the moral to which I said I would point before con-
cluding my remarks? It is this: Follow the example of the founding 
fathers and be as alertly fearful as were they, of usurpation of power, 
the forerunner of tyranny and despotism. 0, you might say, that is 
seeing ghosts, the onstitution stands in the way, it is in no jeopardy, 
and is held in such high esteem and reverence as to be immune from 
destruction. I agree, if you refer to frontal attack; but what I ask 
you to fear are attacks on the Ranks, made in the cause of expedi ncy 
and supported by vast popular demand of the moment. The technique 
will be the argument that the Constitution is a living thing and there-
fore susceptible of growth, and must be adaptable and flexible enough 
to meet changes in the social and economic life of the country. 
There can be no doubt as to the validity of that argument when 
properly applied, but I ask you to take heed when its application would 
be destructive in fact, but not in name, of the very foundations and 
pillars of our Constitutional government. 
In recent years, there has been a trend toward enhancement of the 
powers of the Federal Government. This has been accomplished by 
the expansion of what was formerly believed to he the limits of the 
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interstate commerce power and the taxing and spending powers, and 
the Federal Government has thereby taken Over the control of great 
fields of activities formerly considered the province of the States. 
There has also been a disposition in the Federal Government itself 
toward encroachment by one department upon the powers of another, 
particularly the executive upon the legislative and judicial. This is not 
to say that the legislative has not cast covetous eyes toward the execu-
tive, nor that the judicial has been demurely free from flirtations with 
the legislative powers, but at the moment, as I see it, the executive 
advances predominate. 
I could cite many examples, but time will not permit. Suffice it 
to say that any encroachment by one department upon the powers of 
another gives added power to the trespasser and diminishes the bal-
ance accordingly. 
Take heed that the barriers so carefully constructed are not eroded 
by subtle means, sometimes not immediately discernible, but to my 
mind more dangerous than a direct attack. 
If conditions require a change in the Constitution in its basic pro-
visions, let it be done by amendment in the manner provided therein, 
and stand out against the plausible but insidious argument of flexi-
bility induced by expediency or the pressures or rewards of the moment. 
I am aware that the view I express has vocal opponents, but on 
consideration of their utterances, I detect, beneath their reasoning, a 
predisposition to authoritarian government, hidden by a facade of 
Constitutional form. So often such people are willing to exchange 
liberty for efficiency, and freedom for temporary security or reward. 
And as I read the opinions of the great chief justice, the incompar-
able John Marshall, to whom we pay tribute today, he would not, as 
they sometimes contend, support their point of view, but would chal-
lenge it with every ounce of his unconquerable spirit and persuasion. 
To be sure, he is known as the great nationalist, the anti-states-right 
exponent, the liberal expounder of the Constitution, but these appel-
lations came at a time when the pendulum was swinging toward its 
nullification . They were applied to the man who bravely stood fore-
most in opposition to theories which would have vitiated the plain 
purpose of the Contsitution to establish a national government su-
preme within its sphere, theori s which would have reduced it to the 
same state of impotency as had descended upon the Articles of Con-
federation which it supplanted. Now, when the pendulum is point-
ing the other way, it is useful to recall his words in McCulloch v. 
Maryland, that "no political dreamer was ever wild enough to think 
of breaking down the lines which separate the States and of com-
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pounding the American people into one common mass." And I be-
lieve 1arshall, also known as the Guardian of the Constitution, today 
would be equal y fervent in opposing a nationalism or liberalism in 
construction which would imperil duality of sovereignty or separation 
of powers, or both, because that in the long run would be as destruc-
tive of his cherished Constitution as was the narrow, debilitating 
states-right doctrine of his day. he latter spelled national dissolution 
and chaos; the form r, if pursued to its logical end, spells totali-
tarianism and tyranny. 
"Remove not the ancient landmark, 
which thy fathers have set." 
f 
Mr. Wright: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
President Chandler: 
PROVERBS 22: 28 
f f 
In closing this memorable occasion, may I observe that through three 
fires, three wars, and several periods of economic chaos, the College 
of William and Mary has survived; and today, in the unique setting 
of Williamsburg, with the cultural heritage of the past, and an aca-
demic vision for the futu,re, it erves Virginia and the ation as it 
originally served Virginia and the Crown. The lawyers of the Nation 
wish you continued prosperity and success. 
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*TMNSLATION OF 
"GREETINGS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD" 
hy 
DR. ARTHUR L . GOODHART 
Master of University College, Oxford 
The Chancellor, Masters , and Scholars of the University of Oxford 
send greetings to the College of William and Mary in Virginia. 
INASMUCH as you, members of the College, have resolved to celebrate 
the twenty-fifth of September as a day of festival by convoking dele-
gates from among those learned in the law in order that through 
ceremonies begun on that day and continuing for twelve months 
thereafter you may achieve two aims: the one, that you shall celebrate 
the one hundred and seventy-fifth year since that in which George 
Wythe, a man of wide vision and endowed with the finest power in 
instruction, wa,s distinguished by being given a title until that time 
unheard of by your citizens and, having been made Professor of Juris-
prudence, assumed the chair established first in your College; the 
other, that in the two-hundredth year after the birth of his pupil, John 
Marshall, you shall renew afresh centennial rites, and preserve de-
voutly and reverently the memory of a man who has deserved so 
well of his country's laws: know that we, members of Oxford Uni-
versity, approve that which you are preparing, the more readily be-
cause one hundred and ninety-six years ago there was established 
among us, first of all those who speak the English tongue, such a 
chair and because that famous alumnus of ours who first occupied it , 
William Blackstone, the keenly subtle interpreter of English law, 
benefited in no slight degree by his writings your own Professor 
George Wythe. 
Accept our word that with happy minds we have read how you 
have received sculptured portraits of the three men whom we have 
mentioned above, works of rare an, which will be unveiled and dedi-
cated by most eminent individuals from .within the ranks of jurists, 
(Nor will there be absent one who may fill this role on behalf of the 
people of Britain.) We rejoice also that from this day all those learned 
in the law, coming from either bench, will perceive anew and pro-
"Translated by Dr. A. Pelzer Wagener, College of William and Mary. 
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claim that they must strive for this above everything that they sustain 
by solemnly established practices the democratic fonn of common-
wealth which is held together by the laws. Did not Cicero in times 
past most truly write about this thing: "the mind and soul and coun-
sel and judgment of the state have their foundation in the laws .... 
Magistrates are the administrators of the laws, judges are the inter-
preters of the laws, finally, therefore, we are all slaves of the laws in 
order that we may be able to be free men." 
But these matters are old. That which you announce is new; that 
you will appoint a Professor who shall discourse upon the subject of 
revenues and taxation, in order that there may be produced Masters 
alike of that branch of study and of jurisprudence. Nor yet do we 
wonder that you are entering upon new courses of instruction; since 
you were the first among your fellow-citizens who provided not only 
for the study of justice and the laws, but for the study as well of the 
languages of a more recent age, of political economy, and of modern 
(as the saying goes) history. More wonderful even is that which 
historians report concerning the tax imposed formerly upon your 
lands: that you should present each year, instead of money, two poems 
written in Latin. Would that the new Professor could bring back that 
ancient age of King William and Queen Mary! For what would be 
more delightful than to be able to pay our tax in Latin verses? 
As for what remains, this letter will be presented to you by the 
Professor Emeritus of Jurisprudence, Arthur Lehman Goodhart, Hon-
orable Knight Commander of the most excellent Order of the British 
Empire, Master among us of the Great Hall of the University. This 
man, since first of all Americans he has been made Master of an 
Oxford College, is evidence of what concord exists between our two 
peoples. He will present to you in our name our deepest congratula-
tions and, as witness in person, will give expression to our good-will. 
Farewell! 
Given at Oxford, August 13 in the Year of Salvation 1954. 
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GEORGETOW UNIVERSITY 
Joseph F. Gaghan, M.F.S., LL.B., LL.M., Professor of Law 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 1789 
Maurice T . Van Heeke, Ph.D., J.D., Professor of Law 
Willard J. Graham, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Accounting and 
Director of the Executive Program 
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 
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UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND 
William T. Muse, A.B., LL.B., J.S.D., Dean of the School of Law 
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 1831 
Joseph Curtis, B.S., LL.B., LL.M., Professor of Law, Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law, College of William and Mary, Alumnus 
MERCER UNIVERSITY 
A. R. Matthews, A.B., Alumnus 
DICKINSO SCHOOL OF LAW 
W. C. Sheely, B.S., M.A., LL.D., President 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
Julian Payne Freret, B.S., LL.B., Alumnus 
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA 
R. Blackwell Smith, Jr. , Ph.D., Assistant President 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
Melinda Ida Kendrew, A.B., Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
Glenn Babb, A.B., B.J., Alumm~ 
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE 
James S. Easley, LL.B., Past President, Board of Visitors 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
Elmer M. Cunningham, A.B., J.D., Alumnus 
HOLL! S COLLEGE 
Mrs. R. Finley Gayle, Jr., A.B., M.A., LL.B., Alumnus 
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UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME 
WilJiam B. Jones, A.B., LL.B., Alumnus 
ROANOKE COLLEGE 
E. F. Schmidt, Member of the Board of Trustees 
THE COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF EW YORK 
Harry Brick, B.S., M.D., F.A.P.A., Alumnus 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 
William Ray Yates, A.B., J.D., Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
George W. Latimer, Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 1851 
Ray Allan Johnson, Alumnus 
WASHINGTON U IVERSITY 1853 
Victor P. Keay, LL.B., Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 1861 
E. Clifford Nelson, A.B., M.A., Sc.D., Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 1861 
Nelson T. Hartson, LL.B., Alumnus 
BOSTON COLLEGE 1863 
John T. Driscoll, Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF DE VER 1864 
Dorothy R. Tyler, A.B., Alumnus 
CORNELL U IVERSITY 1865 
George T. Washington, Ph.B., LL.B., B.Litt., Former Professor of Law 
THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 1865 
William V. Crosswhite, A.B., LL.B., Alumnus 
William F. Hazen, LL.B., Alumnus 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 1865 
Heber Holbrook Rice, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Alumnus 
VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY 1865 
Thomas Howard Henderson, M.A., Ph.D., Dean of the College 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 1867 
Dudley Warner Woodbridge, A.B., J.D., Dean of the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law, College of William and Mary, Alumnus 
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WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 
Robert A. Crichton, A.B., LL.B., Alumnus 
U rVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
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Hibbert D. Corey, A.B., M.A., Professor of Economics, 
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John H. King, B.S., LL.B., Alumnus 
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BRIGHAM YOU G UNIVERSITY 
Mrs. C. W . Nalder 
VALPARAISO U IVERSITY 
Charles H. Frick, Ph.D., Alumnus 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT 1881 
Bert Hopkins, Ph.B., LL.B., LL.M., J.s.D., Dean of the School of Law 
VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE 1882 
J. Hugo Johnston, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Dean and Vice-President 
STETSON UNIVERSITY 1883 
D. J. Blocker, A.B., M.A., B.D., D.O., Professor EmeritltS, 
College of William and Mary, Alumnus 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 1884 
Mary Beverley Ruffin, A.B., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Librarian and Professor of 
Library Science 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY J 884 
Benjamin F. Boyer, AB., LL.B., LL.M., LL.D., Dean of the School of Law 
THE CATHOUC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA 1887 
Msgr. J. -L. Flaherty, Ph.D., S.T.L., Alumnus 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 1889 
Edward M. Gwathmey, AB., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., PresiMnt 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 1889 
Earl A. Gerhaldt, A.B., M.B.A, Alumnus 
TIlE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 1890 
Jo Desha Lucas, AB., M.P.A., LL.B., LL.M., Dean of Students 
and Assistant Dean of the School of Law 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 1896 
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 1898 
Thomas J. O. Toole, AB., M.A., LL.B., Professor of Law 
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THE COLO IAL BAR ASSOCIA TIO 
Richard C. Richardson, LL.B., President 
UNITED NATIONS LEAGUE OF LAWYERS 
James E. Palmer, Jr., A.B., M.A., LL.B., President, Utlited States Division 
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1953 
Board of Visitors of the 
College of William and Mary 
JAMES M. ROBERTSON, RECTOR 
Norfolk, Virginia 
H. HUDNALL WARE, JR., VICE-RECTOR 
Richmond, Virginia 
R. WILLIAM ARTHUR 
Wytheville, Virginia 
JOHN V. BAUSERMAN 
Woodstock, Virginia 
J. D. CARNEAL, JR . 
Richmond, Virginia 
ROY R. CHARLES 
Norfolk, Virginia 
MRS. PHILIP W . HIDEN 
Newport News, Virginia 
J. GARLAND POLLARD, JR. 
Somers, Virginia 
WALTER S. ROBERTSON 
Washington, D. C. 
EDWARD P. SIMPKINS, JR . 
Richmond, Virginia 
DOWELL J. HOWARD, EX-OFFICIO 
Richmond, Virginia 
ALVIN DUKE CHANDLER, B.S. 
President of the College 
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The Faculty of the 
Marshall--Wythe School of Law 
ALVIN DUKE eRA DLER, B.S. 
President of the College 
Dudley Warner Woodbridge, A.B., J.D., Dean and Chancellor 
Professor of Law 
Joseph Marshall Cormack, A.B., LL.B., J .S.D., Professor of Law 
Arthur Warren Phelps, A.B. , A.M., LL.B., LL.M., Professor of Law 
Joseph Curtis, B.S., LL.B., LL.M., Professor of Law 
Thomas . Atkeson, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Taxation 
Charles Harper Anderson, A.B., B.C.L., LL.M., 
Associate Professor of Law 
Charles Phineas Sherman, A.B., LL.B., D.C.L., LL.D., 
Lecturer in Roman, Canon and Civil Law 
Chester Stoyle Baker, Jr., A.B., B.C.L., 
Law Librarian and Assistant Instructor in Law 
Participating Staff Members from 
Other Departments 
(-Kua Chou, LL.B., AM., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Government 
Charles Franklin Marsh, AB., AM., Ph.D., 
Chancellor Professor of Economics and Business Administration 
Bruce Tiebout McCully, A.B., AM., Ph.D., 
Associate Professor of History 
James Ernest Pate, A.B., AM., PhD., Professor of Political Science 
John Stephen Quinn, Bs.Ed., M.C.S., M.B.A, 
Associate Professor of Business Administration 
Albion Guilford Taylor, A.B., AM., Ph.D., 
Chancellor Professor of Political Economy 
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Committees on the 
Marshall "Wythe" Blackstone 
Commemoration Ceremonies 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Cordon E. Campbell, J. D. Carneal, Jr., Alvin Duke Chandler, R. 
Harvey Chappell, Jr., Roy R. Charles, Wesl y R. Cofer, Jr., Roger 
Dudley, Ernest W. Goodrich, William G. Harkins, Walter E. 
Hoffman, W. Melville Jones, James S. Kelly, Ralph K. . Larson, 
Otto Lowe, James E. Pate, Arthur W. Phelps, James M. Robertson, 
Oscar L. Shewmake, A. Pelzer Wagener, Dudley \V. Woodbridge. 
CE TRAL LOCAL COMMITTEE 
C. Harper Anderson, Chester S. Baker, Alvin Duke Chandler, Joseph 
M. Cormack, H. Wescott Cunningham, Joseph Curtis, Roger Dudley, 
W. Melville Jones, J. \Vilfred Lambert, Arthur W. Phelps, Hugh H. 
Sisson, A. Pelzer Wagener, Dudley W. Woodbridge. 
SUB-CO M M ITTE E 
John T. Baldwin, Jr., Charles E. Chandler, \Vilma Clark, William S. 
Cooch, Joe D. Farrar, William C. Harkins, Alexander Kallos, Henry 
M. Keyser, Carl G. Meeks, Warner Moss, Jr., Guy L. Pace, John S. 
Quinn, Roy K. Scott, Roger D. Sherman, Jack S. Sturgell, Thomas 
horne, Rebecca I. Tinker. 
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